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Newly
appointed
Executive Vice President Philip Marshall will
assume the duties of
Plesi dent Emerson
Shuck next Monday
when the retiring president takes a leave of
absence. (page 2)

Prominent attorney
William Kunstler was
here last weekend with
Yvonne Wanrow at a
rally preceding Ms ..
Wanrow's trip to Olympia to seek an appeal of
her convictions for
assault and murder.
(page 4)
Cheech and Chong
enlivened an Eastern
audience in the Special
Events Pavilion last
weekend with their uniquely X-plicit humor ..
(page 11)
Survey ............. 7
Editorials ........... 8
Letters ............ 8,9
Entertainment .... 1~' 13
Sports .......... 14,15
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ShUck L8ave·s Soon;
Marshall Takes Over

Prexy Search

·Ten Selected

. I

By Carla Anderson
"The duties and responAssociate Editor
sibilities between now and
President Emerson Shuck December will take Dr. Shuck
will be leaving the college off campus often," said Page.
sooner than expected, the "He has two major trips
Board of Trustees revealed in a planned, one to Saudi, Arabia
special meeting held on cam- and the other to Taiwan."
pus .. Tuesday. Dr. Philip
The position of Executive
Marshall will assume all Vice President was established
presidential duties and powers because "it has been mutually
in his absence.
agreed upon by Dr. Shuck and
the Board that the operation
Shuck was granted sabbatiof the college needs the day to
cal leave by the Board, effecday presence of a president,"
tive Mar. 3 I and terminating
he said.
Dec. 31, at which time his resThe Board also approved
ignation becomes effective.
the creation of the new ByBut he plans to take his 30-day
law which provides that the
vacation leave starting Monday.
President and Executive Vice
President be entitled to 30 days
The Board passed an
.
of
paid vacation leave per year
amendment to the college ByLaw.s setting up the position of and sick leave benefits that
shall be the same as those
Executive Vice President, who
provided to administrators.
is to be "responsible to the
President" and "in the event
the President is absent from
campus or upon sabbatical
·leave, the Executive Vice President shall assume all powers
.and duties of the President."
By Mark Walker
Staff Writer
A r~solution for the appointment of Dr. Marshall,
The AS Legislature voted
current vice president for
last Monday to remove the
Academic Affairs, was apremaining three members of
proved and adopted by the the Services and Activities
quorum of Board members.
Fees Committees.
Board members Jerome Page,
Legislators Jerry Howe,
Merle Haffner, and Ronald
Bruce Ellis, and Louis Musso
Robinson made up the
were removed from the comquorum.
mittee after a proposal giving
the Legislature more control
. The purpose in granting
of S and A monies was unShuck his early sab\)atical .
animously -adopted.
leave, said BOT Chairman
If adopted ·by the Board of
Jerome Page, is to "enable him
to more completely" 'perform · Trustees; the proposal would
his duties as President of the create a new S and A fees committee comprised of the AS
American Association of State
Financial Affairs Committee,
Colleges and Universities" and
three faculty metnbers selected
to allow him to •~study and
by the Academic Senate, the
provide assistance to those
foreign gover·n ments and other AS Business Manger (exofficio-non voting), and the
institutions that have
vice president for Business Afrequested his valued services."
fairs or his designee (also exAsked whether Shuck
officio-non
voting).
agreed to the terms of the sabBy adopting this proposal
batical leaye, Page said, "there
and boycotting the present. S
is mutual agreement that there
·
and A fees committee, the
is no disagreement to place
Legislature hopes to force the
Shuck on sabbatical."

Ronald E. Robinso·n, chair- economics; John Zurenko,
man of the EWSC presidential associate professor of quansearch committee, announced titative analysis, and Richard
at last Thursday's BOT Garcia and Eugene Fletcher,
meeting that 10 persons had both professors of education.
been chosen to serve with him
Committee members
on the committee.
representing the community
The search committee will interests of Spokane and
be looking for a replacement Cheney will be Bruce
President Emerson Shuck
for President Emerson Shuck McPhaden, past president of
who, because of action taken the Spokane Chamber of
by the Board of Trustees on · Commerce, and Grant PeterTuesday, will be leaving his son, member of the Cheney
Chamber of Commerce.
post in . March. ·
The committee members .
"We will recommend and
connected with · EWSC in- accept recommendations for
terests are: Mrs. Frederick the position," said Tr.usiee
Wilson Jr., trustee from Robinson. "We will also interSpo~ane; Chris Hickey, stu- view and screen prospective
. dent and president of the candidates and narrow the
Black Student Union; Fred field to five by August 31."
Johns, vice president of ~ Robinson said one minority
business affairs; Helen Liberg, and one woman will be among
Alumni Association; Shik C
the final five candidates for the
Executive VP Philip Marshall
Young. professor o
presidency.

Leg. Quits S.& A Committee

·Sbuck Statement

problems . with the current .S
and A committee.
Ellis said Dr. Shuck had
"The student represenbeen informed of students'
Legislator Louis Musso said tatives on the committee can problems with the current
that this action was the come from anywhere. I think committee in a four-page list
Legislatures best chance to you're (the Legislature) really of grievences sent to his office
mak• something out of the copping out," he said.
by AS President Tom Hampsituation that exists.
Legislator Bruce Ellis dis- · son last November.
Additional·· copies were sent
Musso was referring to the agreed with Hagie.
removal of Legislators Chris
Ellis said the state House of to members of the Board ·and
Hickey .and Cindy Glover Representatives has passed a Dr. Hagie.
The Legislature seated five
from the committee last week, resolution which states that
and the subsequent outcry there must be adequate stu- new members on Monday in. raised by members of the BSU nent input into the budgetary cluding Lee Antles, position
r ,,
,, .
&'.
at last week's BOT meeting.
processes of S and A ,ees I0, Joanne Uchida, position 7,
Len Gross, position 9, Zack
Glover an·d Hickey· were monies ..
Lueck, position 8, and Bill
removed for not voting as a
Ellis defined the resolution
bloc as directed by the (which is merely a directive Mo tsenbocker, 'position 6.
The Legislature passed a
Legislature.
and not law) as applying to
controversial , band-share bill,
.. It seems to me that the student ·governmen.ts when it after making .two changes in
Legislature has found states the requirement for stu- the original proposal.
themselves up against the wall dent input.
The bill provides a way for
with their pants down, but by
Ellis also attacked a state- clubs and organizations that
doing this you're going to get ment made by President Emer- aren't directly funded to raise
yqur pants snatched off," son Shuck during last week's money through dances.
Hickey said referring to the BOT meeting.
' An amendment to the bill
decision to boycot the present
. Ellis said that Dr. Shuck will require all clubs and
committee.
told the Board last Thursday organizations to submit a list
Vice President for St4dent he wasn ~t aware :of any of members to the registrar's
office for verification that all
names submitted are students.
In , addition, club officers
must verify the list before it is
s_e n t t o t h e r e g i s t r a r .
BOT to recognize the
problems of working within
th~ present system.

Services· Daryl Hagie agreed
with Hickey.

lnstitUtio·nalRacisri1 Condemned
President Emerson Shuck issued a state- another, have undergone the twin
ment .. iscussing institutional racism at pathological roles of both slave and slavemaster.
EWSC on February 20~ 1976.
But if prejudice, stereotyping, .fear and
The statement was issued to EWSC
facuity and staff and was introduced by Dr. ignorance can be successfully struggled
Shuck's comment; "Events of the past with anywhere, it ought to be on a college
week have again focused our attention upon campus, composed as it is of teachers and
the question of institutional racism. J com- . learners and those devoted solely to the
mend for your thought the f oilowing ' support of teaching and learning. The
causes of racial antagonism on this camstatement":
Institutional racism may be defined as pus stand condemned, and the intellectual
the condition which exists when an in- and moral resou.rces of the College, its
stitution's policies, people, or atmosphere faculty, student body and staff, must be
are dominated by and tend to work for the brought against them, by policy and by
advantage of one or more racial groups, personal behavior.
No one should expect that EWSC will
and to'.the disadvantage of others. While it
become,
but such a statement, an oasis of
has never intentionally developed policy,
directed people, or created an atmosphere racial harmony. But it is paradQxical
in order to favor one race over another, it proportion to College efforts to encourage
should be recognized that EWSC shares a multi-racial student body If racial peace
thal condition with most other in- (at any moral price) were all that we
desired, we could simply and quickly
stitutions in the world today.
Racially-based antagonism, _b ased on return to the admissions, recruitments,
prejudice, stereotyping, fear and ig- and support policies which prevailed only
norance has been a constant in human ten short years ago, when perhaps three
history. No racial group has ·escaped the dozen non-white students (half of them
role of both victim or victimizer in that Asian) were enrolled. The institution
history, and all races, at one time or would be no less racist of course, but its
Page two

racism would be much less functional and
r-acial antagonism would have . even ·less
purpose than it does now, save for the
symbolic value of resistance which oppression and suffering sometimes create in
brave and desperate people. • But the
College has made a commitment to maintain, as best it can, a multi-racial or multicultural student body, in the belief that
educational purposes of great value are by
that means, served. · We will not turn
.Jack from that commitment.
Finally, because our society will almost
certainly continue to be organized and
dominated by the white majority, no one
can expect a SQcial and a moraf miracle to
occur within one institution which will ensure racial harmony among its members;
But, at EWSC, we can and do insist that
when policy is found to favor one race
over another it will be changed; that when
personal behavior is found to be based on
race hatred it will be condemned; and that
the atmosphere in which we teach, ·study
and help one another should be one in
which mutual r.:;:;pect be the rule and in
which prejudice, fear and ignorance are
the common enemies of us all.

The Easterner

.Spaulding·Resigns
Legis.lator
Richard
Spaulding has resigned his
post 'in position seven of AS
Legisl~ture citing. personal
reasons for the decision.
Spaulding said that the inability of getting things acco mp Ii shed and lack of
cooperation among individual
legislators contributed to the
decision.
Joanne Uchida was seated
to the post last Monday.
February 27, .1976
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Proposal Dies
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I~ Committee.Reverses Action

'The Board of Trustees killed
proposal
-which sought a more definitive interpretation of
the current law concerning entry into student
rooms at its Feb. 19 meeting.
The BOT chose not to act on the proposal
after hearing objections from College Disciplinary Officer Al Ogdon, Campus Safety
Chief· Barney lssel, and housing officials.
The board warned, however, that it would
not put up with any abuse of the law and that it
would assume a watch-dog role.
The EWSC constitution currently reads:

WASH.-The Senate Agriculture Committee voted on
Thursday to reverse a previous action that would have knocked
many elderly couples off the food stamp program.
Instead, it agreed to keep the current regulation relating to
assets and ordered · a six-month study of the assets problem
which affects elderly couples who own their own homes or have
other assets.

. . ..

"There may be entry (into college-owned student
rooms) without notice in emergencies where im~inent danger to life, safety, health, or property
is reasonably reared."

·ces Suspends Newsman

The proposed addition read:

"In interpreting what is a reasonable apprehension or fear of imminent danger, the college officials shall be accomplishing such access only
when there is circumstantial evidence or other
objecti_ve indicia that would indicate to a
reasonable person that there is in fact a good and
substantial reason to believe that life, safety,
health, or property is jeopardized."

Board member Ronald E. Robinson drew up
the proposal after an article appearing in The
Easrerner (.. Dorm Rights", Jan. 23) suggested a
need for better communjcation and a more
precise definition of regulation pertaining to en:try into student rooms. ·

Odgon told the BOT that in four or five years
the law could be misinterpreted. He also raised
the question as to the wisdom of legislating
A.S. Legislator Bruce Ellis was present .at the
state laws concerning day-to:..day operational
meeting and claimed there was, indeed, a
procedures.
.. I'm afraid that in a few years we could be
serious problem .of college officials illegally
spending a lot of time justifying entering rooms · entering student rooms.
Ellis said in an interview this week he will
under these circumstances. If we begin this
draw up a petition and return it with signatures
practice where does it sto,p, '' Ogdon said.
to the BOT to emphasize the seriousness of the
lssel said he thought the law was ••too restricproblem.
tive" and he would not re~ommend passage.

NEW YORK-CBS News revealed Monday it has indefinitely
suspended veteran newsman Daniel Schorr, who is under investigation by Congress after releasing a secret House intelligence report to a weekly newspaper.
Schorr, who has been with CBS for 23 years, admitted
rel!-!asing the report prepared by the House committee on intelligenc.e to the Village Voice, a weekly published in New York's
· Greenwich Village.
,
"I do not seek the legal contest which may lie ahead," Schorr
said, "But I am confident that as they unfold it will become clear
that what is involved beyond specific details of my action is the
public's continued right to know in the face of a secrecy
backlash.··
·

Beauti-es To Rid Rats

BOT Listens
PHILIPPINES-The mayor of Angat in Baulacan province in
the Philippines has come up with a scheme to choose a beauty
queen ctnd. get rid of rats ~t the _same time.
R~ts hav~ •been damaging riceland. Thus, the mayor decided
the contestant's beauty will be determined by the .·number of rat
(aili,ng to !11eet the re~ponsibili- ·what. . 1eff~ct · a · migration pf tails st,e collects-at l O points ta if . .
ty of educating them,H said black ,Students from the EWSC
T-ht; mayor said fi~e ·. girls had. af?P,l(erd as contestants.
Williams'.. - ••When these campus wquld have on the ,, ,
college, several interviews have
students fail to achieve · the
grades necessary to stay . in been conducted with adschool, they are left with ministrators and faculty.
Coordinator of Research
sizeable loans to p.ay o~f.".
. · Adequate tut?rtal ser:v!ces John Fahey was q·u estioned
and a remedial, . rea?tng about the possi,bility of
program were the two items Eastern losing federal funds as PEKING-Chairman Mao TseTung met with Richard Nixon at
black students said they a result of black students noon Monday as the former American chief executive continues
to relive the peak of presidency.
needed most to. improve their leaving.
It was Mao who invited Nixon to return to China on the
••None of the grants or conchances of gettmg an educatracts that we now have or fourth anniversary of the historic visit that reope~ed relations
tion at Eastern.
,
The black students also have pt"esently applied for is between mainland China an-d the •United States after a break of
·
stressed the lack- of cultural contingent upon •a minority 23 years. .
population being at EWSC,"
said Fa~ey.
Several faculty interviewed
at random from differient
aeademic departments said e~sentially the same thing· as SALT LAKE CITY-A 6-year-old boy has been accused of
Fahey-that their· research attempting to rob a neighborhood store in Salt Lake City with a
grants are not dependent upon real gun.
a minority population being at
Amy Reynolds, a clerk in the grocery, said the boy pointed a
EWSC.
revolver at her Sunday morning and said, ••1 want to rob you."
But the majority of those inShe told police she thought he was playing and took the gun
~,,
terviewed expressed concern away. She found the revolver was loaded, and when she refused
Clarence Williams BEP Direc- th·at a black exodus from
to give the gun back to the boy, he darted from the store. He was
tor
EWSC would be a tragedy · for
later arrested by a policeman and placed in his mother's custody.
and social opportunities at · this college.
EWSC as a reason why they
It was felt that such an even·t
would ·1eawe.
, would hurt the public image of
These students were not EWSC and would handicap
told t~at they would be · legislators who attempted to
isolated in a rural community represent th~ college.
.
without access to the kind of
The faculty members interurban culture- they are ac- viewed also felt such an image BOSTON-The computer of the future should be implanted
customed to," said Williams.
could cause many white under the user's scalp and become part of the human brain, a
AS President Tom Hamp- students to enroll in coJleges Rockerfeller University scientist said last Sunday.
.. Ideally, the computer of the future would be an electronic
son told the two board other than EWSC.
members that utban blacks at
Some college administrators extension of the natural brain functioning parallel with some
EWSC have an extremely dif- have also expressed concern of the existing brain structures and using the same program and
ficult time adjusting to the that government agencies data languages," Dr. Adam V. Reed said.
Reed also said that it is essential that people be able to use the
local, rural white society and would become more strict with
that special programs were EWSC because of the reputa- computers of their own purposes rather than have them imposed
needed to aid black students lion the college would acquire on them by the political structure.
••tf the JJl)litical system cha.nges, and massive abuses appear
bo-th academically and should black students leave
culturally.
under the present cir- likely, that would be the time to disappear it from society," ,he
said.
In an attempt to discover cumstances.

Black Needs Express~d
By Doug Sly
~ews Editor

:1

Bl ack students told -fhe
Board of Trustees last
Thursday 'that they were not
militant but desperate, and
offered their mass exodus from
campus as a solution to the •
problem of funding black
programs at EWSC. · ·
President Emerson Shuck
and BOT Chairman Jerome
Page have both referred to the
situation as a ··crisis."
Shuck has issued a memo to
all faculty and staff condemning . institutional racism at
EWSC.
Page and Board member
Ronald Robinson decided to
meet with the black students
last Friday to disc.uss their
problems . in detail.
·
The black students told
Page they would leave Eastern
because the quality of education they receiv~d was poor. .
Last spring, 89 of 134 black
students at EWSC had gra<le
points below 1.9, according to
statistics provided by Black
Education Program Director
Clarence Williams.
According to Will.iams,
EWSC has· been recnHting
black students with deficiencies in reading and writing
skills. '"I have been prevented
from blocking the acceptance
of a transfer students ·who had
a grade point below 2.0," said
Williams.
The two BOT members were
· · told that most · of the· black
students at EWSC are from
outside the state, and with the
help of loans and grants pay
the $453 per quarter out-ofstate tuition fee.
..The college is recruiting individuals with deficiencies and
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By Mark Walker
Staff Writer

Wiliiam Kunstler

Photo by Rob Strenge

Kunstler Claims
Wanrow Victim of
Paranoid System
Yvonne Wanrow

Photo by Rob Strenge

"No one should suffer the
way l 've suffered the past three
and a half years," Yvonne
Wan row told an estimated 500
persons in the Special Events
Pavilion last Saturday.
M s. Wanrow , a Colville In dian woman, spoke at a rally
for her defense designed to
arouse public interest and support in her battle to have
charges dropped or receive a
new trial in an incident stemming from 1972.
At that time Wanrow was
accused of second-degree
murder and first-degree
assault in the shooting death
of William Wessler, 62, and
the wounding of his companion David Kelly, 26.
On Mother's day, 1973, she
was convicted of murdering
the man she says attempted to
sexually assault her son and
was sentenced to two concurrent twenty-year sentences.
She also received a mandatory
five-year sentence for use of a
deadly weapon.
According to William
K unstler , founder of the
Center for Constitutional
Rights in New York and one
of W g1 nrow's legal advisors,
the man she shot was a
"known child molester and
pervert. "
Kunstler appeared at the
rally and said that the prosecution in the case should have
exercised its option and not
prosecuted the case at all.
"There should have been no
trial in the first place,"
Kunstler said.
The prosecution in the case
used as evidence a tape recording made without her
knowledge of a call Wanrow
made to Spokane Crim·e
C heck after the shooting occurred.
Since then , the Washington
State Court of Appeals has
ruled that the tape was inadmissable evidence a nd granted
her a new trial.

The prosecution in the case
then exercised its option and
turned th e case over to the
,State Supreme ourt to decide
if the tape was admissable
evidence, and if she should be
gra nted a new trial.
The s t ate court began
hearing the case last Monday.
Kunstler will not appear in
court with Wanrow in Olympia but two women attorneys
from his organization will present the case in Olympia.
Those attorneys are Nancy
Stearns and Elizabeth
Schneider.
Kunstler said this is the first
time that any of the controversial cases involving women,
such as the Joan Little case,
will be spotlighted· on women.
He said that the case involves two women defending a
woman and that, in itself, has
far-reaching consequences that
will affect all women.
The appeal presented to the
state court will center on the
taping of the call made after
the shootings, and the
prosecutions' assertion that
Ms . Wanrow was a coldblooded person because her
voice was calm and cool.
· "I was not the stereotyped
hysterical woman yelling and
screaming," Ms. Wanrow
said.
Three women jurors in the
case said after the trial that the
tape was th e deciding factor in
their decision that a guilty verdict was necessary .
"'I think Yvonne has been
punished enough," Kunstler
said at the rally.
"If the case involved a white
woman and a third world or
Native American molester
there would have been no case
at all," he said.
He further stated that third
world women assaulted by
men go to jail.
K unstler also attacked the
police in the case saying that
they go where the power is and
that power is located in the
white middle-cl ass majority.

"The police qffered ,h er no
protection whatsoever and' if
children are go ing to be safe in
Spokane or anyw here e lse,
c hild molesters must be given
more than tok en se ntences,"
K unstler sa id, alluding to
W ess ler's hi story of sexual
molestation.
Kunstler
said
that
taxpayers' money should be
spent on educating police in
cases like this and not on a
trial against Ms. Wanrow.
"I know in my heart that
they won't drop this case.
They never do in cases involving third world or Native
Americans because the system,
in its paranoia, can't do that,"
he said.
Kunstler also clarified some
of his recent statements regarding
the
Kennedy
assassinations.
"I did not condone murder.
The only political assassination I might have agreed with
would have been that of
Adolph Hitler. I don't believe
political assassination in this
country is tolerable," Kunstler
said.
"I was just as shocked and
grieved as anyone else to hear
of the Kennedy assassinations.
Since then, however, I have
come to the conclusion they
were very dangerous men. I
think many Americans would
agree with me now," he said.
Kunstler also spoke of the
Patricia Hearst trial and said
that her brainwashing began
when she was captured in
September.
Calling
the
trial
orchestrated, Kunstler said
that it is an abomination to use
a dead black man (Donald
Defreeze) to appeal to the
racism of an all-white jury.
"The U.S. government is
not putting up a serious fight
in the case. It may be that the
administration wants to have
her acquitted. It would not
look very good if William
Randolph Hea rst's daughter is
in jail during an election yea~."

Indian Leaders
Air Grievances
"You are celebrating a
bicentennial! But the revolution is not over with!"
exclaimed John Trudell to a n
attentive audience as part of
Indi a n Awareness Wee~ at
EWSC la st week.

Mediation Due
A Justice department official met Monday with
representatives of the administration, faculty and
minority groups to discuss
future mediations concerning
racial disputes.

Trudell, National Chairman
of the American Indian Movement (Al M), spoke to approximately 30 people in
Showalter Auditorium on
February 19th.

Trudell criticized th e United
States government, the FBI
a nd the CIA, the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
Robert Lamb, regional
Richard Nixon, and "whites"
director of the Comm unity
in general during his talk.
Relations Service (CRS), an
Vernon Bellecourt, also a
age ncy of the Justice depart- . member of AIM's national
men t, was at Eastern to discuss
co uncil , said Indians will stage
a nd explain the rules and
a bicentennial boycott this
procedures of the mediation
summer, and that it may
proceedings.
become a violent protest.
Lamb said the actual
Bellecourt, who spoke to an
mediators will be selected and audience of about I 00 on Feb.
,sc heduled to arrive on campus 20, said AIM once discovered
by March I.
an FBI agent in its midst and
He refused to comment on r~leased the man unharmed.
th e nature of the disputes.
According to Bellecourt, the

Page four

age nt later joined the John
Birch Society, claiming that
AIM was a communist plot to
overthrow the government
during the bicentennial year.
Both Trudell a nd ·sellecourt
denied AIM militancy.
''AIM is not militant,"
protested Trudell. "Drinking
to destroy yourself is militant.
We want the bullshit programs
to stop unless they are going to
help. They have a $ I 00,000
program for alcoholic Indians-every time a federal
program is set up, alcoholism
ha s increased," said Trudell.
Trudell expressed his anger
at the government' s .. concern"
over increasing alcoholism
''w hile alcohol and tobacco
taxes are the second highest
revenue for the goyernment."
"AIM is not a civil rights
organization," he said ... Civil
rights are meaningless! When
we a re born, we are
guaranteed rights. When
someo ne denies you your
rights, they legislate c'ivil
rights."
"I don't see how Americans
can take part in this bicenten-

The Easterner

Photo by Kelly Dullanty

Vernon Bellecourt, national field director for the American Indian Movement (AIM), spoke to approximately 100 p~rsons as
part of Indian Awareness Week.
nial with a clear con~cience,"
said Trudell. " What' s to
ce lebrate? How can you
believe in a Declarati°on of
Independence and a Constitution that are not practiced?"
Trudell says he will return to
Nevada to be dragged through
the co urts for previous slams
against the government.
"That is where my freedom
of speech gets me," he said.
"They talk about progress.
Black militants are in jail for
bullshit crimes, while the real

criminals go free. Richard
Nixon was guilty of treason.
He attempted to subvert and
overthrow the government,
a nd he went free. I see no
progress," he said.
"If whites don't want
violence, they should change
their violent ways," said
Trudell. "AIM will answer for
what it has done, if our accusers answer for what they
have done. The Indians have
one advantage. The next I'ndians will be whites."

February 27, 1976
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EWSC Teachers Introduce Instruments

Youngsters Give A Toot
By Janice Clemm
Staff Writer
Given the opportunity of
choice, the fourth, fifth, and
sixth graders of Campus
Elementary School willingly
and anxiously look forward to
learning.
Seventy-five grade school
students have the opportunity
to choose between tooting on a

recorder, strumming on a
guitar, playing in the band,
singing in the choir or performing in the strini orchestra.
The basis of this new concept is for kids to develop a
positive attitude toward learning, by giving them a chance
to select what they are interested in learning.
Dr. Garcia, EWSC music
professor and program

organizer, said, '"The element
of choice is an internal motivation as opposed to a set lesson
planned by the instructor."

Being the first program of
this nature, Dr. Garcia hopes
the children will stay with
what is being offered, so they
can pursue it in some depth
and have a feeling of accomplishment.
He hopes the kids will get to
the point where they can play
well enough to experience the
feeling of, "I did something
great and exciting."
-c "Just for fun," Dr . Garcia
g mentioned, "the guitar group
S will be having an auction
'; during the last meeting of the
'-< winter quarter. The children
~ use pl ay money for barter. The
~ "money", which was designed
by Sheila Dolan, and Maria
~ Dusskohl, is earned in a varie-~ ty of ways and will be used to
-< bid on items ranging from a
guitar . pick to a series of
musical and non-musical
"mystery" items.

a:

Next year, the areas for the
kids to select from will include
movement and percussion and
electric piano lab in addition
to the other groups.
Dr. Garcia said, "recorder
and choir groups will perform
early in March , so that the
fourth, fifth, and sixth graders
can listen to one another and
keep informed regarding the
progress of each group."

At Commencement Exercise

Two Grads To Get Award
Two Eastern Washington
State College graduates have
been named by the EWSC
Alumni Association to receive
awards to be presented at commencement exercises in June.
Amsel Barton, '34, a former
EWSC professor, will be
presented the association's
award for distinguished community service. W.M. "Bill"
Yeaman, 'I4, will receive the
Distinguished Alumnus of
1976 award.
After his graduation from
Cheney State Normal School
Selective Service
in 1914, Yeaman taught for a
year at Rosalia, Wash ., and at
Toppenish, Wash., for two
years. He soon turne_d to the
Young men reaching their tive Service funds from $38.5
contracting busines and, after
eighteenth birthday are no
million last year to $6.8
a couple of years in Seattle,
longer required to register with
million next year.
moved to the Yakima Valley,
the State Selective Service
This new action deactivates where he has spent the past
system, according to State
the draft and w i 11 ha It half century working in the
Director Richard G.
peacetime proce sing of men, general contracting business.
Marquardt.
including registration and the
President of several major
issuance
of annual draft
The Spokane office will
mines
within the rich Coeur
close its doors Feb. 27 and the lottery callup numbers.
The Spokane office will con- d'Alene m1n1ng district,
closure of State headquarters
Yeaman has been called "the
in Olympia will follow some tinue to process people under guiding genius behind
time after the beginning of the provisions of the numerous small producing
President's amnesty program
next year.
through the end of this month, mines that might have
remained dormant without his
After that time, Marquardt according to Ms. Janice Reid, great driving force."
said, the nearest Selective Ser- office manager.
For eight years he served as
"We are finding it difficult
vice Office will be in San Franto find work programs for a member of the Board of
cisco.
Trustees for Central
The dosures are part of a · these men ," Ms. Reid said last Washington State College.
week, "which is one of the
nationwide shutdown which
requirements of their
Receiving the Distinguished
stems from President Fords
amnesty.''
Service
Award for 1976 will be
recommendation to trim Selec- .

Draft Off ices Close Doors

Februarv 27, 1976
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Amsel Barton, a 1934 graduate dedicated toward teaching
who returned to Eastern in adults to read and write
1940 as an education - Engli sh.
There are no paid teachers
professo r.
at
the sc hool, and the students,
She spent 28 years at the
college before retiring, with ran ging in age from 18 to 60,
professor emeritus status, in co me from all over the world.
Miss Barton began the school
1968.
During the 1940, she by working as a teacher and
worked with the In-Service administrator on a one-to-one
Training Program. Later she basis. But it wasn't long before
developed the Curriculum word go t around that pupil
Material s Library, pioneering were welcome to learn Engli h
the pr ese nt Instruction a l and that no /'ees were charged
Media enter, which at that for instruction.
She now se rves as a co nsultime was the o u tst a'nd i ng
tant
to th e sc hool , organizing
facility of its type among
orientation classes for new
Washington colleges.
tea c her s,
It was in January, 1969, that volunteer
she established the Barton demon trating teachin g and
School in Spokane. The fulfill- working on the election of
ment of a dream, the school is materials.

4 Varieties o.f Pizza

Live Music hy Harhor Street
Mar. 2 7:30 - 11:00 p.m.
Pike with Meal Td:et 75~
WITHOUT $3.50

TAWANKA COMMONS
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The suicidal person is taken ' to
for them," said Dr. Atwood. ••Huck
and, as a student at Eastern, one oould
Sacred
Heart
Psychiatric
Unit
in
Finn really enjoyed watching his own
identify themselves as being part of
Spokane and after a few days there is a
funeral."
that success. But if I didn't read it in
hearing where a judge must determine
The Rap-In log for Fall quarter
the Focus l wouldn't even know there
if the patient is to remain hospitalized.
J975, shows that only two suicide
was a basketball game. I never saw any
This type of help available on camattemptors called in, but the calls for
banners or posters," ,hF said.
pus
for
the
suicidal
person
is
very
much
those feelings that often lead to suicide
According to Dr. Atwood even such ·
needed, but Dr. Atwood believes that
attempts were . much more numerous.
things as the architecture of the PUB
There were three calls for loneliness, , preventive medicine, help before a percould increase a person's frustrations
eight calls for depression and anxiety, son becomes suicidal, is needed.
and depressions.
and twelve calls for personal relations ,
..The way it is built it is impossible to
This would depend on the ability of
problems.
get food without becoming frustrated
These .facts are an understatement of people on campus to recognize the
and then you must walk in front of
the total problem because not all lonely and depressed.
everyone to the large barn where there
students who attempt suicide call for
.. Two years ago we had a program is no privacy or no place to carry on a
help. Or not all of them call Rap-In.
Instead they may call the Health where we went into-the dorms and held decent conversation. The rooms are
Center, or the Center for Psychological regular meetings with the R.A. 's (Resi- hidden from you. There is a new
Services, or one of their own professors dent Ad.visors). We tri~.d to mobilize sandwich deli, but no one can find it.
the dorms resources. We taught the There are no signs or directories only a
that they feel a bond with.
Dr. Atwood teaches Abnormal R.A. 's how to look for the isolated and small window to peek in on the door "
Atwood said.
'
Psy~hol~gy and because he speaks of lonely people and how to find someone
sU1c1de m class often students with to extend them an invitation, maybe to
For future research of these
go. to dinner with them,
or to a show ' "
problems will contact him.
.
problems that might lead students
There are various methods that can said ~r. Atwood. "Another good way ~eeper into depression, and the prevenbe employed to help ·someone who is to brmg these people out of their isola- tive measures that might help bring
suicidal. Which methods are employed tion was to organize some dorm project students out of their depressions before
depend upon the seriousness of the a~d to put them in charge. As far as I they become suicidal, Dr. Atwood
know this program no longer exists."
attempt.
hopes by next year a class can be
Often it is enough just to be an effocDr. Atwood said he does not believe organized to help.
tive listener. Someone who wants to
there are enough ego-involving acIt would consist of three graduate
com mitt suicide may just need
tivities on campus, expecially for students froin differing fields such as
someone to see his point of view, to unwomen.
Psychology, Applied Psychology, and
.d erstan d h'lm. ...Peppy · advice, like
Social
Work. lt w;0uld be their job for a
•everything will be better in .the morHe polled several of his classes and
quarter to study what things on camning' often depresses the suicidal per- found little or no response when he
pus relate to the mental health problem
son further," he said.
asked students what activities were
and, with the aid of und.e rgraduate
Another method is to call the available to them. Also few answered
students, implement some programs to
student's parents to come and take him
out of the stressful situation he is in. affirmatively when asked questions Hke
improve or change these things.
.. Who attended the dance last night?"
If the person is threatening or has
or .. Who went to the movie?"
.attempted suicide is a danger to himself
..This is cqmmunity psychology, inor others a state law provides that the
He also does not feel that the
stead of just. looking at the individual
person who is trying to help may have resources that Eastern does provide for
to see what is wrong there, we must
him hospitalized. Whether pe con- a social iife are well used.
also look at the community to see
stitu.tes a danger or not must be deter.. For example this .year, Eastern's
what's wrong with it that causes this,"
mined by two experts.
basketball ·team was a successful one,
said Dr. Atwood.
QOQAAQOQOOOAAOOAOAtlAAtlOAAIRIIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIAIAAttAAAIIAAIAIIRAAAAllltlldllllltltllllllOttlt~••tttllttttORt•
By Sunni Freyer
'"Even if a child can get the first fou-;
Feature Editor
e·
years ?f his lif~ wiinin a ~WO-parent
The American , baby scene within the
. ;.
home it helps him," she said.
.
last five years has acquired a new
·
·
·
. .
Other agencies reiterated ~her -words

By Debbie Akers
Staff Writer
Joan si.ts alone in her dorm room for
the fifth straight night since her
boyfriend. Mark, left her. She feels the
walls of her world tumbling down
around her. Driven by her increasing
depression and seeing no alternative,,
she grabs for the bottle of pills on the
nightstand and as she gulps them down
says aloud, .. Now you 'II hurt too,
Mark."
Approximately one out of every 10,000 students commits suicide each
year. At Eastern this would mean that
one student would commit suicide approximately every two years. But the
attempts and threats of suicide are
mU<;;h more frequent.
1
. Although each case is varied, there
are three general reasons that a student
may attempt suicide.
The first is out of misery, ·u nhappiness, and loneliness. The student
becomes very depressed and sees no
other way to solve his problems.
.. One has to understand the nature
of depression to understand this," said
Dr. Robert Atwood of the Psychology
Department. .. Somr people become so
depressed that they are completely immobilized. At this low stage they must
even improve some to organize a
suicide."
The
reason
· second
h"
Th. ·is failing personal
1
re at1onsh ·1ps.
h h 1sI 1s very
II common
amodng ig lfsc ooh afs "!"e as college
stu ents.
·
h" b a k oy nend-girlfriend
re Iat1ons 1p rea s off, one of the pair
may use the threat of suicide to hold
"
th e o th er. D r. A twoo d re,ers to this as
..
·
J bl k
·1 ,, f
emollona
ac mat . 0 ten it is a
means to draw attention to oneself.
· The third reason for attempting
·suicide is to get even with one's
parents ...Children often vision their
own funeral and how everyone wfll cry

'

.

A aop
. t!·on
. RO
0'·:•m·.,·•n·1I',; s·hed·

~

r:r;~~~~i;;-ironic in one sense, good
Five to 10 years ago, national adoption agencies clamored to recruit
homes for large numbers of adoptable
chi-l dren while American women
struggled to find , methods to prevent
the birth of unwanted children.
Today numerous contraceptives and
legalized abortions have freed women
from unplanned children. On the other
hand parents whose one hope is to
adopt are finding it more difficult, if
not impossibl~.
Last year Jess than 150 newborns
were placed in homes, according to
Spokane agencies. That is only a fraction of the number of children placed
in the 60's.
For example Lutheran Family and
Child Services placed 80 children localty in 1969 and 29 children in 97 _
1 5
Children's Home Soci 6 ty placed nine
in 1975 arid 89 newborns were places in
· 1969.
Catholic Family Service was placing
between 65 and 70 newborns in 1969.
Last yea r 23 were placed.
Why has the pendulum swung in this
direct ion?
A rea Director of Lutheran · Family
a nd Child Services Karen K. Barnes,
sa id that the baby shortage can be
traced to changes in legislation as well
as to changes in social norms. .
.. More legitimate babies are born
l o d ay

t h an ever , according
sta tistics," said Ms. Barnes. "And
have found more legitimate and
legitimate children are being -kept
th e mother rather than being placed
adoption ."
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••1t's grown acceptable -also for a
sir:igle woman to keep her child," she
added. ~•in addition, recent legislation
has · made it possible for putative .
fathers to have legal rights to .their
children."
Putative fathers-men who father ii-·
legitimate children, formerly had no
right to a child once the mother put it
up for adoption.
Barnes noted that judges in Spokane
are against this legislation since it could
leave a baby in foster care for over a
year or at least until the father is able to
care for the child himself.
••1 don't know of any man in this
county who had gained custody of a
child this way," said Ms. Barnes, .tit
,u sually results in a long legal battle."
The general concensus ·among ~gencies is that legalized _abortion, a trend
.--.

~-~

0

to
we

iiby
for

~~~~

~no r~~ars1n~~et~:~~~~sbl=d~;~~~t~;:~
been executed locally.
The Church of Jesus Christ Latter
toward keeping babies, and easily
Day Saints Social Services supervisor
accessible contraceptives have tended
David ' A. Albrecht noting that
. to dwindle the supply of babies.
requirements vary between agencies
Consequently parents seeking to sai,d, .. We have pretty · rigid
ado.pt a·r e finding themselves con- .requirements which include precise
fronted with high fees arid stiff rules for church -membership and size
. regulations as well as unaccepted of. existing family.'' .
applications.
Catholic Family Service alsq adds a
Two of the five Spokane adoption r~ig~on requirement. R. Thoma~ Pleas,
agencies are no longer accepting di\ ector, says the agen<;y serves
applications and the remainder can ptptestants as~well as Roman Catholics
promise a lengthy wait: sometimes one but adds that non-Catholic couples can ·
and one half years or more.
expect a longer waiting period often
, Ms. Barnes said, ~•Ten years ago we double. that of Roman Catholic
were recruiting parents. Today we are couples. In addition the Lutheran
doing everything we can to discourage agency requires agreement of payment
them or encourage them into different of the $1000 home study and placement
chani:iels . . . the hard t6 place children fee and that the couple will consider
for example."
any child up to age five.
· .. Hard to place children, such . as
.. We are trying to . aim for the most
older children, blacks, •.njixed babies, flexible group possible," Barnes said,
handicapped children are moving .. It's not fair for people to be so choosy
much faster now," she said. ,
when children are so scarce."
The three private agencies still accepThe shortage of adoptable babies is a
ting applications require that the cou- phenomenon basically unique to the
pie be married at least two or three United States. With the exception of
years with no more than one child.
Germany who's in the same position
According to Ms. Barnes the policy and Italy where children are kept by
at Lutheran Family and Child Services the family, homeless ·c hildren abound.
is that, i_n addition to the mentioned
"Korea has endless numbers of
requirements, the couple has to present babies, Hong Kong is overrunning
a medical slip proving that they are un- wi.th children as well as Viet Nam,"
able to bear ch1"ldren·.
said Barnes.
••we also believe," she said, "that
.. But the red tape." Barnes said, "has
the best thing for a baby is a two- made it nearly impossible for those
parent home though we do recognize children to be placed here."
that the family can no longer be
As Barnes put it,'' adopting is
thought of as durable."
becoming more and more complicated
if not imoossible."
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Should U.S. Keep Pace With Th'e Soviets?
. A RECENT REPORT REVEALED THAT
THE l:J.S. IS DROPPING BEHIND THE
S0\'IET UNION IN MILITARY STRENGTH.
DO YOU THINK THE U.S. SHOULD
INCREASE MILITARY SPENDING TO
KEEP PACE WITH THE SOVIETS?
Alan AHie - FrNhn1an, Undecided: The answer to this ,
question is not particularly clear. The U.S. Government has
over dramatized the· situation In order to Influence the
American people. ~ometlmes statistics do portray the actual
situation. I do believe h~wever that some sort of a military
balance should be maintained.
Jacque Halvorson - Freshman, English Literature: At this
point, I feel that It Is time for communist leaders and the
United States to get together and create some sort of agreement regarding the limits of military power. We now have the
power to literally de·stroy the world with the weapons now
made. Instead of focusing on destruction, mankind should
be considering construction of a treaty based more on
values and truth than mqnetary factors. So to answer the
question-I don't think so.
Susan Vaughn - Junior, Reading: Well, I don't really think
It matters what anybody thinks, because Its totally out of our
control and the government will do what ever it feels like
anyway. So the whole thing is pointless.
Yusuf Quldwal - Junior, Undecided:
think the U.S.
government is filling its people with propaganda, that they
are behind the Soviets. But actually they should not spend
more r11oney on military.
Debbie Hart -Senior, Child Developm·ent: No. Let's
spend it here at l:lome where we, who pay the taxes, need it.
Mark Carlin - Senior, Gen. Studies: We now have the
capabilities of .total global ,annihilation. It doesn't really se-em
to matter how much more we escalate, does it?
Wally Powers - Graduate, Community College Ed~: Yes, I
think we should multiply our overkill tenfold and bomb those
commie rats back Into the stone age. Might is right and
you're better dead than Red, Giv 'em Hell!
HART

CARLIN
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T.V. & STEREO
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23 Channel C.B. Radios
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Player/Recorder
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See Johnny Rusk's Tribute to Elvis/
All College Night. .. Wed. 51.25 Pitchers (with college I.D.)
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Black Struggle Meets
White Indifference

LtM!aSf,IIP
ffOLEM~,
~S~A

l):ALING WIT~ THE 40P.'J\'

By Carla Andenon
A~late Editor
National Black History Week, recently observed around
the country, passed vltually unnoticed at Eastern.
The reason the week passed so uneventfully, was because
it was little cared about by the majority of students. And that
is the biggest probem blacks face In a white Institution.
White students generally feel that such celebration of
Black culture as Black History Week, are only for the black
students. Whites show no Interest In black culture because
primarily, they don't think blacks have a valid culture.
Afterall, we are all Americans here.
The truth Is whites have negated black culture and
replaced It with racism. Racism does not apply only to overt
or extreme acts of prejudice aalnst a minority. Racism, as
defined by sociologist Robert Blauner, is the "propensity
to categorize people who are culturally different in terms of
noncultural traits, for example, skin color."
Nations, tribes and ethnic g_roups define their uniqueness
in terms of culture. Race, as a means of defining a people,
Ebenezer Shuck?
rejects thei_r own definition and substitutes one based on the
Dear Editor,
oppressor's notions about them.
Hey man, like I was readln'
Historically, whites have set out to weaken the cultures of
the colonized. Over-zealous missionaries, eager to spread In The Easterner last Friday,
the "suP,erlq_r" Western id~als, attacked pagan artifacts a,:1d or was it last month. (Hey
sociaf institutions. This constituted an attempt to erase their man, lil<e I really can't
so-calle·d primitive cu.ltures· and substitute a more valid one, remember. I was ·really
blown away on some really
that is a more Western culture.
By demanding that blacks become assimilated into white great Sunshine.) Anyway an
article really freaked me out.
culture in America, the process is being continued. .
Black consciousness and culture building are important I was slttin' there rolling a
movements today. In America, ethnic culture Is Identity, says number when on page four I
Blauner, and there is no individual or group progress without read "Shuck Lobbies
a clear sense of who one is, where one came from, and Against Clause." Hey man,
like what is he doin' after all It
where one is going.
Blacks share a common past in America and a common was good Mr. Clause that
African past. This common past gives blacks a sense of brought me that ebony water
'solidarity that most whites find disturbing. Blacks are.furt'fter · pipe I've always wanted'· ever
unified when confronted by white. indlffe,r-ence to their plight since I .can_remember. Hey
man, who do ya think you
as a minority.
are Shuck? Didn't Santa put
This is what is happening at Eastern.
Last week's legislature meeting marked a strong confron- anything in your stocking?
tation of black students, who felt their needs were being ig- Man ya should try this grass I
nored, and white legislators, who appeared eager to rid found In my stocking on
themselves of the blacks so that they could get back to the Christmas day, like the stuff
is absolutely dynamite. Man,
business of looking after student needs.
.
But which students needs were they so eager to return to? being against Clause ain't
Certainly not those of the obviously perturbed black my trip. I've always said, "do
your thing," but you're really
students.
In a school of nearly 7,000 white students, what chance blowing It for all of us. Ya
does a mere 126 black students have to get their needs met? might wanna write Mr.
Several blacks, led by BSU President Chris Hickey, Clause and tell him you're
thought they had a chance. The plan was to stage a sorry. If ya do, like man, I
demonstration in the legislature that was so powerful that would really dig sendin' ya
there would be no doubt In anyone's mind that they meant some of this Columbian
business. .They succeeded when the legislature voted to re- weed for your own pipe.
tain Hickey and black legislator Cindy Glover on the Student Wouldn't that be great? (Man
I seen your pipe, I really dig
Services and Activities Fees committee.
'
But th~ir victory was short lived. As soon as th~ blacks it. Do ou know where I can
returned to Monroe Hall and the element of fear was gone, a
majority of the legislators held another meeting, after finding
a technicality that made their last vote invalid, and voted to
remove the two black legislators from the committee.
The demonstration of student Interest obviously had no
lasting eff~ct, except to convince some legislators that their
notions about blacks as savages were true.
Few could see the Tu_
esday meeting for what it was. An
attempt, made desperate by continued confrontation with
. white indifference, to gain some respect and recognition.
The group pressure tactics employed by the black
students may have seemed extreme. When odds are all
against you, you resort to methods that others might not.
The best chance blacks have had at Eastern to gain some
control over their situation, was pulled out from under them
when Hickey and Ms. Glover were ousted from their position
on the powerful S&A fees committee.
The· legislature has, in its attempt to serve the student
body as a whole, ignored the needs of the black students
.. since their needs are generally different from ·those of the
majority.
In a democracy, where the ideal is that of majority rules,
minorities naturally lose. An~ Eastern is now in danger of
l~sing contact with its black constituency altogether.
J>~ge .eight
• t
The ;lt~stemer
11

Lette,6

·
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,
get some dust?)
seen flt to go so far as to
Think It over.
"sllence" the voice of dissent
Sunshine Sammy. by removing Cindy G_
lover
and myself from the
Dear Editor,
budgetary process. While
This notice .Is ,In anticipathe Issue of minority funding
tion of a subsequent full
still hangs unresolved, I feel
statement. Mr. .. Claus has
directed me to advise Dr. 'that the total student body
should be enlightened about
Emerson Shuck that Mr.
Claus has the power of at other areas of funding where
least 260 million children at Cindy and myself voted
against the legislature on the
his dlsposal, and if he per· S&A budget committee.
sists 1!1 the action Indicated
On the following budget
in The Easterner headline,
request the legislature voted
those 260 million chlldren
will tear what hair Is left from to give no money to athletes,
hi& head, and kick his shins KEWC, percussidn ense,rib I e, orches•tra, and art
into jelly. For a start.
.i
Thank yo.u, ·exhibit.
On.these budget requests,
· · · , . .Str6ngttrm Toyhead,
Santa's Press Agent Cindy and· I voted against the
legislature because: 1) The
Attitude Attack
legislature held no budget
hearings what-so-ever In
Dear Editor,
In the first Issue of the making these recommenEasterner this quarter, I dations, 2) under no conwrote a letter in an attempt to ditions did we feel justified in
e·xpose the naive approach making such recommenof the AS Legtslature in dations without any presengiving some recognition to tation explaining the purthe Importance of multi- pose of the request. For this,
cultural social activities. Cindy a~d I are charged with
Despite my continuous ef- being unrep~esentative of
forts to open the eyes of the the students, when In fact It .
blind, the AS Legislature l,:1- is the legislature that Is uns Is ts that the cultur~I representative, while Cindy
awareness of the minorl~ and I are penalized for not
students on campus Is of n<} going along with the
importance to this "free program.
In the following budget
socle ". The le islature has
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request Cindy and I voted discussed In the cont1nuu1g does It cease to be dis- No. 552 through·tt,e process
against the legislature on a meetings at the college this crlmlnated against.
of hearings as It used to. This
matter of travel. The week. Our main purpose In
Human diversity Is a reall- leaves the AS Government
legislature voted to not fund this letter Is not so much to ty in our nation and In the to budget primarily from the
the Eastern Music Theatre discuss these specifics but world as a whole. If our Reserve Fund. So with
$1500 for travel to. local high rather to voice our concern nation's diverse people have money very tight, i~ has been
schools, while seeing flt to , over the attitudes which difficulties with a standar- a time to tighten belts. There
fund Forsenlcs $713 for a must guide our approach to dized educational system, has also been created from
total of four stud.ant~ to the situation.
what must be the difficulties the AS Legislature a new
travel to a national tournaTh·e development of faced by visitors here from policy from which clubs and
ment. (It must be noted that channels of communication other · nations? We must be organizations of the AS will
one of these four students among various segments of· aware of this diversity and receive funds by i·n direct
happens to be a legislator.)
the college Is necessary but do everything possible to funding.
In essence, It Is my feeling there must also be a cor- fulfill the special needs of
· This requires that those
that It Is overtly racist of the responding improvement In these groups without the stu- seeking subsidy budget aid
leglsl~ture to have such the quality of dlafogue which dent body.
must first obtalA partial fun"don't give a damn" attitude . passes through thos·e
For the thousands of ding from another source
toward opening their eyes to ch an n e Is. Ten a c Io us I Y American white students on o the r t h a n t h e A S
the problems of minority clinging to preconceived campus, their stay at Eastern Legislature. A brainchild
students and Importance of Ideas and fault-finding must may be their first and last came up.called Band Share
multi-cultural awareness now be put aside.
opportunity to experience (Bill No. 230) as an agency
thro_u gh social activities.
Truth can be found only personally the varied through which the partial
Furthermore, It . Is utterly after all dlff~rlng viewpoints cultures that make up funding requirement may be
irresponsible of the ·have been freely expressed. America. And how much attained. This serves as a
legislature to take _such a Consequently, there must be more fleeting is the oppor- very helpful and convenient
"know-It-all", authoritarian a greater effort by a~I par- tunity to cultivate friendships agency for those who may
attitude toward budget tlclpants to llsterrcarefully to with people from ot.J1er need it and want to use it.
requests . $S Important as what Is said. This cannot be . n~tions who can broaden
However, at the budget
those th~t have been sub- done if we are mentally for- our perceptions by•a sharing hearing$ for subsidy
mitted.
mutating · rebuttals while the ~f the .. experiences ,and at- budgets it seems very liekly
. Chris Hickey other- person is speaking . . titude,s -toward life .existent In ,o · have been ,. P.re.B.S.U. Pr-esident •r fl,· r1ght solution wlll bring different parts of the world? determined · by some AS
harmony and as long as dis- If there Is a failure, It is not legislators that clubs and
Diversity Is Reality unity is apparent we know just a fa11ure to fulfill the organizations must go
that further reflection and needs ot· campus minorities, through band share as a
Dear Editor, ·
but a failure to fulfill the prerequisite to be conThe unfortunate situation discussion Is necessary.
Some have understan- needs of everyone.
sidered to be qualified for inat last week's AS Legislature
Accusations of racism direct funding by the AS
meeting has proven to be dably expressed concern
painful and unpleasant for over disruptions to the nor- have arisen amidst the furor. Legislature. Why must they
everyone. The current situa- mal procedures of the Wt:lether or not racism ac- go through Band Share to be
tion holds the potentla! for legislature. However, these tuaUy motivated actions l~st ·qualJfied to receive coneither precipitating disunity t ears m us n 't d Is tract week and iA..the past, it is an sideration for indirect fun'
and disaster, or for pro.vtdJng everyone from the purpose element. .. of, .ourselves , that djng?
1
Eastefn with a welcome· op- for which _the l~g~slature was \) 'few, -jf any: ·h~rHan beings in ' d"fihis means that the5' must
meet also the requirements
portunity for progress and created. The legislature can this day can deny·.
While the civil rights and the criteria set in the bill.
Improvement through con- most abley fulfill Its purpose
. structlve changes and lm- through wise and flexible ·movement has brought tQ They should with bands
responses to each challenge everyone's attention the idea make a certain amount of
provemen·ts.
There Is admittedly a as It arises. Procedures are that America's promise of profit or else stand to lose
great deal to regret, but if always a means _to_ an end 200 years ago remains un- money for their efforts in
fulfilled because of the going through the Band
allowed to, the memory of and not the end In itself.
Since Eastern is an baneful influence of racism, - Share program. There may
passed failures and offenses
can become so blinding that educational facility we can the evil persistently remains soon be an addition a I
these will become the target only conclude that education due to our i nability to direct requirement that clubs and
of attention while the true is our primary obj.ective. ourselves personally to Iden- organizations submit to the
issues fade behind walls of ':)nly a portio~ of that educa- tify it without -ourselves, AS Government a ·complete
defensive ·verbiage and em- t1on is provided by books hidden as it is behind its charter list of their members,
bittered harangues. The and professors. and · the many -disguises and in Its not just the officers, to be
recognized along with other
possibility of successful and balance Is provided through more subtle forms.
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian classifying data that must
constructive solutions will the ex Perie n c es a cdissolve before the .- spec- . cumulated •here through of the Baha'i Fatth, .ad- then be right on hand, if you
tacle of dlsunifled camps of extra-curricular activities, · dressing the American allow the AS Legislature to
accusation and justification. many of which are cultural in Baha'i community in 1938 on pass the .new "Band Share
The interests of all nature. In addition, these "the most challenging issue" Budget" Bill No·. 247.
At the Services and Acstudents at Eastern can best cultural programs effect the of racism, warned them: "Let
be fostered by a universal education of many students neither (of the races) think tivities Fee Committee
that anything short of hearin·gs on subsidy
realization that there can be in a much more direct way.
Equal opportunity to genuine love, extreme budgets, the Band Share
no factionalism because
there Is only one side and we develop I.earning and In- patience, true humility, con- Budget program was subject
are all on It. We all want a dividual potential through summate tact, sound in- to prolon.ged questioning as
workable solution and that the standard approach ,does itiative, mature wisdom, and to how it was being· used,
can be found only if we are not occur naturally .because d~liberat~, persistent, and and what the purpose of the
was.
Some
all ·mutually concerned for there Isn't a standard prayerful effort, can succeed agency
cultur~I
background
among
·
in
blotting
out
the
stain
which
representing
legislators
on
each others needs, pure In
our motivations and trusting the students and certainly this patent evil has left on the the Service and Activities
not a standar_d academic op.. fair name of their common Fees Committee pressed
In the sincerity of others.
upon the other members
The problems s glaringly portunlty provided by the country."
Jeanne Dammarell tt)at Band Share is to be
apparent today at EWSC schools we attended before
Baha'i Club of EWSC prerequisite _to indirect fundidn't suddenly materialize com.i ng here. We cannot
Time To Tighten
ding so to be considered
last week. Rath r they have equalize this opportunity by
upon by the AS Legislature
evolved from
eep-rooted funding equally. If you have Dear Editor,
It Is time to rGview budget for any requests for funding
and fundament I problems · 10 people on one side of a
at Eastern (and In the nation) scaleandfivepeopleonthe requests of clubs and ·whetheritbeprimaryorsubthat have only now re-. . other, a balance Is not organizations of Associated sidy.
This is not to say that in
surfaced over the Issue of created by adding five more Students a g a In. It is
student funding and block to each· side. Only when the recoghized that the AS following the new policy for
voting. Some of these minority side receives Legislature does not have _indirect funding that
broader problems are being favorable discrimination control over General Fund everyone must go through
~

0
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Band Share. There are those
who were not funded directly
and those who were, despite
the new policy, funded
directly by the AS
Legislature and the Service
and Activities Fees Committee; such as a fraternity to
be ,funded, but it was not disclosed in the meeting what
avenues it has ·o r to who
specifically it Js earmarked,
although it is said that it is for
a project worthwhile for the
student body: While last .
year ;· the EWSC Inter•collegiate Knights were
funded $0 to travel to an IK
National Conve'1tion and did
w i n h i g h honors a-n-d
positions, there a Fine Arts
team -that needs a lot of
money, and was funded, for
it to travel out ·of state to also
participate in the name of
EWSC. There were other
prepresentative Fine Arts
groups,
cl ·ubs
or
organizations , that need
money .to travel,.out of state
that have been .~lloted $0.
There is an .association
'that did not receive funding
during the primary budgetreview last spring even
though they met the dateUne
required and the dateline
required for the Band Share
'
for . submitting budget
requests, and are a notable
minority, but are well
representative on campus
and other campuses at least
acros·s this nation, and now
requested aid again but
were turned down again
because they did not meet
the requirement of the
legislators by going through
Band Share and they were
not seen qualified to receive
indirect funding. What kind
of practice i_s this?
Is. this the way the AS
Government is going to handle budgets? Is this the •
shape of things to come? Is
this just the beginning of
how budgets will be dealt
with so that those who wish
funding must qualify by partaking in not their own free
will or determination, but
with
predetermined
programs that the legislators
have a brainchild on and
wi!hout further thought pass
it while they prepare to go on
to bigger and better things
(incorporation)? . Now one
should maybe ask themself;
should a matter like this be
brought to public attention,
and-is there a chance that
thi·s might be used discrimatlvely?
Hakeem Adebesin
Kwong Chun Sing
Cindy Glover
Chandru Sajnan
Jack Lueck
Lance R. Gavre
Chris Hickey
Lori Michelle Johnson
Michael Dolby
Daria V. Cotton
Keith E. Jones
Edward C. Evans

as
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Consumer
Reports

~

Much Bologna Not
Good, Warns Report
It is un wise for parents to
allow bologna to become a
steady part of a youngster's
d iet, Consumer Reports says,
because the product contains
high levels of saturated fat and
additives that may be harmful.
Tests of 35 brands for the
magazine's March issue show
that, .while bologna is a highprotem food, it contains, on
the average, 27 per cent fat and
56 per cent water.
Nitrates and nitrites, present
in bologna, are suspected of
being linked to cancer .
Bologna also contains a lot of
sal_t, whic_h may predispose a
child to high blood pressure in
later life.
Consumers Union, which
publishes Consumer Reports,
last month recommended that
nitrate an d nitrite be banned
from foods, and that
renewable exemptions be given
to manufacturers who have
n<;>t yet found ac~eptable substitutes.
Salt adaed during the
manufacturing process increases by about 15 times the
sodium content of the meat ingredients in bologna, says the
maga z ine, adding that
Americans already consume as
much as 5 to 20 times the
amount of sodium they need.
Consumer Reports points
out that a bologna sandwich
has more calories, fat and salt
and costs more than a hamburger on a bun, a peanut
butter sandwich, or a tuna or
egg-salad sandwich.

ov11s475

IN GIFTS, SERVICES,
00D, MERCHANDISE
and.ENTERTAINMENT

SJ 9 !
95

for Only

I'll Be Calling Youl
When our KXXR Radio Gift Book operator calls, you'll be entitled
to buy your Gift Book, worth over $475 for only $19.95! Brought
to you by KXXR Radio and the fallowing

OLD COUNTRY BAKERY
PUPO'S RESTAURANT
RIVERPARK FLOWERS & GIFTS
FIRESTONE STORES
SUKIY·AKI INN
SUNDANCE TOYOTA .
WESTERN BOTTLING CO.
GRANNY'S ATTIC RESTAURANT
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA
GENERAL TIRE CO.
FREDDY'S RESTAURANT
SPOKANE HOU·SE
NELSON'S STUDIO
ARTS 'N CRAns
SPOKANE CIVIC THEATRE
THE OPEN NET
FORMERLY MR. LEE'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
RITCHIE, RILEY & SHOOK
TOUCH OF CLASS
THE MEDICAL SHOPPE
MING WAH RESTAURANT
GATEWAY HOTEL SKY ROOM
PIZZA HUT
Wf • f \.J ,-• •J

H

master charge
lHl. 1N1t•i 1t A N I<

1

fd~ { i

•
WE

CAN
ACCEPT
Page ten

HAIR BY JON & ASSOCIATES
GLOBAL BILLIARD SUPPLY
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SPOKANE
NORTH BOWL
GARLAND CYCLE
SIMCHUK SPORTING GOODS
LINCOLN HEIGHTS PIZZA PARLOR
DOS GRINGOS RESTAURANT
TACO TREAT
SUNSET PAR 3 GOLF
B.·J.'s SALES & SERVICE
WESTERN SOAP
WASHINGTON PHOlO
WEISFIELD'S JEWELERS
SPOKANE TROPICAL FISH CO.
eABY BROTHERS
COLOR TllE
VALIANl'S ITALIAN GOURMET RESTAURANT
DREZDEN CHARM & MODELING SCHOOl
EMPIRE CYCLE
LEKTRO-GUARD PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS
PHALl'E'S THREAD WEB
JOHNNY APPLESEED'S
KXXR RADIO- OVER $475
IN GIFT CERTIFICA1iES FOR ONLY s19 95
(Price Covers Printing,
distribution and taxes)
The Easterner

T.V. Towel Ads
Make 'No Sense'

1

Television ad claims fo r
popular brands of paper
towels .. might be supportable
in a court of law" but "don't
make much practical sense,"
· according to Consumer
. Reports.
I ts tests of 31 brands of
paper towels showed that the
heavily advertised brands such
as Bounty, ScotTowels, Teri
and Viva differ from each
other slightly or not at all.
Qnly a few brands, when
compared to the widely advertised ones, showed the
dramatic differences apparent
in some of the TV ad comparisons, says a March-issue
article in the magazine, which
is published by the nonprofit
Consumers Union. .
To compare the prices of
vario us brands of paper
towels, consider both the price
per towel and the price per
square foot, Consumer
Reports advises. The price per
towel has more practica l
significance, but the price per
square foot tells how much of
the product the manufacturer
is supplying.
If you use paper towels only
for undemanding, once-overlightly jobs, choose the brand
wi~h the cheapest per towel
P!1ce, Consumer Repo rts advises.
February 27, 1976
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C&C.Score With Gross·-..Humor
...

By Ray Spanjer
Staff Writer
Richard .. Cheech" Marin and Thomas Chong have shocked,
disgusted, and amused millions with their four gold albums and
various stage ·appearance across the globe. Friday night's show
was no exception .
A large, receptive audience packed Eastern's Special Events
Pavilion to welcome America's foremost advocates of drug-use
and gross sex to the Northwest.
But the three thousand people that attended shouldn't say
they weren't forewarned about the comedy team's wild atrocities
and sick humor. The taped intro that blared from the PA system
explained, .. This concert is rated X and D, for dirty,"
The couple romped through their sex and drug related
material in a rabid manner, bringing the crowd to mass hysteria
short only of rolling on the tloor .
The duo used three major routines to bro'a dcast their unique
humor to the audience. The Adventures of Pedro and Man and
their automobile, LaBamba, from the Cheech and Chong album,
was the opening skit.
In the act Marin picks up a stoned hitchhiker, and the two
proceed to get .. Chinese eyes,'' smoking dope and dropping acid
while they rumble down a busy street in a 1955 Helair.
Although an old skit for the two, it incorporated many new
twists into the framework, making it timely as well as hilarious.
Following the car act Chong left the stage and Marin solemnly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. announced that they were honored to have a very special guest
from the U.S. Olympics to speak on the program. "Here's the
three time winner of the United States Open for Masturbation",
exc.lain1ed Marin as Chong came sliding through the curtains
clad in a trenchcoat, sunglasses and fake nose, shaped like a
dildo.
Chong's palms were hairy and he constantly displayed his
"instinctive talents" to the delight of the crowd.
A large part of Friday's show rested on the amazing facial versatility Cheech and Chong demonstrated, though people in the
balcony may have missed the humor.
The two continued with Un-American Bandstand, a satire
f~om their Big Bambu album. Laid-Back Lenny, the host of
bandstand, introduced many characters, both old and new, to
the attentive Eastern audience.
The characters included: Right-On Washington-A soul DJ
from station ASOL in Detroit; a satire done by Marin of a
typical redneck cowboy; Blind-Melon Chitlin-a blind blues
player who had trouble finding his harmonica; and Sister Mary
Elephant who succeeded in getting the audience to join along

1

UPPER LEFT-Alice Bowie, the
world's farthest-out rock star, performs his four-chord hit, Earache
My Eve. Cheech plays the part.
UPPER RIGHT-Laid Back .Lenny, the host of everyone's favorite
fun show, Un-American Bandstand,
introduces the Red-Neck Cowbov.
Chong is Lenny and Cheech po~trays the cowboy.
ABOVE LEFT - Sister Mary
Elephant prays before she ventures
into the classroom. Cheech does the
impression on sta~e.
A BO V E
C ENTER - T h.e
automobile meets two of · the
weirdest dudes around as Chong
plays Pedro and Cheech plays
Man.
,
LOWER LEFT-Just looking for
his harmonica, Blind-Melon Chitlin
harmonizes on an age old problem, ·
lost love. Chong acts out the
sightless harpist.
LOWER
RIGHT-"Hey
Ma.rgaret, look at that!" Margaret
and her husband have come to see a
porno flick, as middle-class values
get grossed out.
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with her in a revised version of Whenever I Feel Afraid.
Other characters Cheech and Chong created were an IrishAmerican war amputee with an amazing talent; and Alice
Bowie-a rock star transvestite who gyrated across the stage,
equipped with Mickey Mouse ears, mask, tutu, leotards and a
beat-up guitar.
Cheech dressed in the outlandish costumes, lip-synched and
played fake g_uitar solos to a record of Earache My Eye.
The duo's third and last skit was Hey Margaret from their
latest, The Wedding Album .
Hey Margaret portrayed a middle-.aged couple at a porno
flick. Murin was dressed as the wife and Chong, her husband ,
was a shriner, complete with Hawaiian print tee-shirt and EIKatif fez.
The duo announced their encore act, sayi ng "This is the rea so n
we aren't allowed on television." The skit was Ralph and Herbie,
about two canines and their adventures. in the wilds of a big city.
Punting, sniffing and barking thefr way across the stage,
Cheech and Chong spent the entire routine on their hands and
knees .
"My human taught me to do it on paper," moaned Ralph,
well toilet-trained. Herbie raced to center-stage, picked
something up and returned to Ralph's side.
"What is it'?" inquired Ralph.
"It's the Easterner," Herbie replied, whereupon Ralph
squatted over it.
Unlike Firesign Theatre or Monty Python , Cheech Marin and
Tommy C hong prove that there is no need to produce gob of
spacey sci -fi comedy material.
They have succeed ed remarkably, working with sma ll routines
in a limited subject area because with their un -para llel ed talent ,
the y utiliLe the ma terial to perfection.
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HiStory ·Of Rai:k; Patt 'Six ·

Cal. Sound·lies·Rock Toget~er

Photo by Phranque Bayman

Billy Bigelow, portrayed by Doug Parker, listens while Julie Jordan ( Christine Goff) explains her philosophy about getting
married, in the College Th~atre production of CAROl/SEL. The
musical has nine performances left, Feb.26, 27, 28, March 4, S, 6,
11, 12, and 13. Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. and admission is free with
a student, exchange coupon, al'ailable at the PUB info desk.

l;ntertOinment
Bats Become Great Art
Using the most American of
symbols, the baseball bat, art
professor Karl Morrison has
• create·d 22 three-dimensional
montages exploring the personality of each bat.
Titled The Great American
Baseball Bar,, the exhibit 1s
being shown from Mar. 1 - 19
in the Art Building Gallery.
Exhibit hours are 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. daiiy.
"My goal was to preserve
the personality of the bat while
adding new or different
meaning to it," Morrison said.

It

I

.. The new form it takes in my
work may be related to
baseball or .not."
He conceived the idea ' two
years ago and has been constructing the panels using bats
he acquired from Goodwill In•
dustries as the nucleus of each
panel.
'"The bat is a nostalgic cue
which evokes near-present or
past memories. New meanings
are presented, some quietly
exciting and some undiluted
corn," said Morrison.

By Kel'in Harris
Staff Writer
New Year's Eve 1965 saw rock and roll
firmly established in the music industry
hierarchy and widely accepted by the public.
But rock was yet to gee the most drastic
change in its make-up. When the dust settled
from this manifestation, rock would be a
legitimate musical form, accepted by television and the news media as permanent.
The change came from the rootless transience and hurried life in the state of California. Its first proponents were Brian Wilson
and his brothers Dennis and Carl.
Teaming with their cousin and a school
chum, they embarked on a career
proselytizing California's beaches, surfing at
Big Sur, girl watching at Malibu and racing
hot rods up country roads.
This well-harmonized theme 'proved to be
exciting for millions of teenagers across the
nation and the Beach Boys's format won
them converts in the music industry and '
numerous gold records.
As with the Beatles, the lieach Hoys soon
had hoards of imitators. A pair of college.
students, Jan and Dean, scored with The little Old Lady From Pasadena.
Jan Berry and Dean Torrence even
collaborated with Brian Wilson to write their
big hit, Dead Man's Curve.
Then along came the Byrds, bringing the
folk sound to the Golden State. The e,xpanding acceptance of social commentary in the
songs persuaded the Beach Boys to incorporate folk morality into their music.
They started writing about pre-marital
relations and other social taboos, leading to
tunes like Wouldn't It Be Nice and God Only
Knows.
As the California sound modified its
message, its setting changed also.
It moved away from the beaches and into
the Haight-Ashbury district of San Franc is co , w h ere i n ?'Tl 9 6 6, an d I 9 6 7 the
sociological message becam~ intertwined
with the increasing acceptance of drugs.
Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention were the first to record the so-called
"psychedelic" sound. They attacked the establishment with different methods than the
folkslers.
The Mothers proposed totally unacceptable subjects like defecation, insanity, drug
abuse and riots but they brought other acts

Upco:ming:

"\ Hackman Film To Show

Feb. 26-28-TO KILL A
MOCKINGBIRD,
drama, Cheney High
School Little Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 27-28, Mar. 5-6-THE
SKIN OF OUR TEETH,
Thornton Wilder Fant as y, SFCC Play, house, 8 p.m.

Feb. 26-DOLL Y PARTON
COLORS AND PRINTS
with FARON YOUNG,
by DIANE RANKIN,
Opera House, 8 p.m.
Dove Gallery, PUB, 10Feb. 26-27-FACES ANO
1 daily.
SPACES, a graphic
Mar. 1-19-THE GREAT
presentation by DENAMERICAN BASEN IS BIASI, Dove GalBAL BAT exhibit by
lery, PUB, 10-1 daily.
KARL MORRISON, Art
Feb. 26-27-CANADIAN
Building Gallery, 9-4
PRINTS exhibit, Art
daily.
Building Gallery, 9-4 Feb. 27-28-THE MOUSEMar. 2-Spokane Sym~
daily.
phony AUDIENCE RETRAP, ,Agatha Christle
Feb. 26-28, mar. 4-6, 11mystery,
Couer
QUEST NIGHT, Opera
13-CAROUSEL,
House, 8:15 p.m.
d'Alene Community
musical, College
Mar. 3-Keyboard Recital,
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,
Music Building Recital
Feb. 28-29-THE CON$2.00 general, free
V ERSAT 10 N,
AS
Hall, 8:15 p.m.
with student exmovie, PUB, 7:30 p.m . . Mar. -W.C. FIEL.DS FILM
• change coupon.
FESTIVAL, AS movie,
50 cents.
Feb. 26-28-THE RAIN- . Feb. 29-BAROQUE ENPUB, 7:30 p.m., free.
MAKER, romantic
SEMBLE
per- Mar. 3-KEWC-FM Artist
Emphasis, BEATLES,
comedy, Spokane
formance, Music
Civic Theatre, 8 p.m.,
10:05 p.m., 89.9 MHz.
Building Recital Hall,
$3.00 general, $1.50
Mar. 4-Graduate Recital
8:15 p.m.
by SALLY FRANK, viowith student ID.
..
Mar. 1-THE BRITISH ARE
,Feb. 26-29, Mar. 3-7-THE
lin, Music Building ReCOMING with the Brit- ,
INDIAN WANTS THE
cital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
ish Royal Marines and
BRONX,
drama,
Mar. 4-Spokane JAZZ
the Black Watch, Coli,·
Matchbox Theatre, S.
SOCIETY In Concert,
seum, 8 p.m.
123 Wall, 8 p.m.
PUB, 8 p.m., free.
Mar. 1-5-WATERPage twell'e

into the San Francisco arena.
Recording companies rushed to sign such
previously unrecordable groups as Jefferson
Airplane, Country Joe and the Fish, the
Grateful Dead and Janis Joplin.
In 1968, the California sound divided,
with one arm pointing toward the "heavy"
groups and the other at the flower-power
sound which the Mamas and Papas had
begun in 1966.
Former Byrd David Crosby and his new
band, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young '
were acclaimed superstars because they
cou,ld translate the acoustic sound of peace
into terms acceptable to kids in upstate New
York.
Meanwhile, the heavy sound had moved
to the Los Angeles area·and Sunset Strip. A
young cinema major from UCLA named Jim
Morrison formed a band which really
applied heat to raunchy commentary.
These were the Doors and their music
usually led to troub_le with the law. In fact,
before the Doors were nationally known,
Morrison had already been arrested twice for
violent and abusive conduct.
· The Doors relentlessly pursued controversial subjects with titles like Light My Fire,
Touch Me and Horse latitudes, eventually
compiling eight gold albums.
The California sound, finally becoming a
vertiable potpouri of styles and groups,
always made the jingling sound that record
companies love.
No matter who was playing what, the kids
kept buying records and the money launched
newer and sometimes weirder' attempts to be
different.
Rock and roll finally caught up with itself,
on a hog farm near Albany, New York, in
1969.
This 'was the famous Woodstock festival,
where profitability, social message and the
good time feeling combined to lift 500,000
people out of the mud and rain into a
dazzling world of musical euphoria.
But even as the music was being performed on the Woodstock stage, the seventies were creeping closer and the times were
changing.
• Next week we'll see a pudgy young man
named Reginald Dwight change from
classical piano to rock and change his name
to become the biggest superstar of the seventies-.

The Easterner

Th.e Conversation, a ruthless Hackman's assignments, in
cinematic examination of
which he tries to uncover the
professional wiretapper's per- possibility of an adultery" case.
son al life, will be shown this
weekend in the PUB.
Hackman becomes involved
in a touchy situation against
The 1974 Cannes Film his_ will and experiences a reFestival winner was directed curring guilt complex which
by Francis Ford Coppola of eventually loosens his grip on
reality.
Godfather fame.

a·

Director Coppola offers a
The film features Gene
Hackma~, as -the "Electronic sheer thriller here, as well as
Surveillance technician" who psychological study with
is fanatically protective of his political comment.
own p~ivacy.
It revolves around one of

Admission for the 7:30 p.m.
showings is to be 50 cents.

~---------------------------,
I PROPERJY is your best PRO~EC'FION I

I
I
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against INFLATION

10 Unit Apartment Building, Good
Location, Fully Occupied!
·1
Ca II Forrest Sta r:k
I

I
1

All Seasons Properties

2138 Northwest Blvd.
,
325-3233 '(Office) 928-11~0 (Homa)
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SympbottySo1oists·s uffer
By Michael Heavener.
. Both pieces showed
Entertainment Editor
Eastern 's student musicians
Despite two soloists who are capable of rising to
hampered ttie flow of .. the professional levels.
· music, Eastern's Symphony
However, neither violinist
Orchestra gave a creditable Kelly Farris or baritone Tom
performance Monday night in Hampson helped the orchestra
the PUB.
ma'intain the edge.
The orchestra first proved
Perhaps the material chosen
that it had the stamina to sus- was poor, for the orchestra
tain the entire ' Joseph Haydn· seemed to hack away at the
Symphony No. 103 in E flat.
pieces. The music was never
Under the able baton of Dr. distorted, it just never attained
Wendal Jones, the piece was any consistency.
g i·v e n e x c i t e m e n t a n d
Farris, EWSC artist-inenthusiasm seldom seen in re.sidence and concertmaster
college orchestral arrange- with the Spokane Symphony,
ments.
acted as if he was walking on
Then the orchestra con- eggs for most of Sarasate's
trived to ·perform Charles T. Ziguenerweisen, Op. 20.
Griffes's The Pleasure-Dome
Dr. Jones seemed nervous
of Kub/a Khan, inspired by the · about the solo, peeking at
Coleridge poem.
Farris at inopportune
In the shimmering of the. moments in the score. Farris,
strings and the lacy sound of on ,the other hand, seemed
the flutes, the orchestra por:- · worried whether the orchestra
trayed rainbows and airy was going to follow him.
caverns supported by icy
He finally warmed to the
pillars depicted in the pound- piece about half way through
ing brass section.
it, striking a more confident
pose and breathing life into
some of the more familiar
passages.
Hampson's problem wasn't
Tryouts will be heid Saturlack
of confidence or lack of
day, February 28 at 1:00 p.m.
and Sunday, February 29 at feeling for his material. He
I :00 p.m. for Spokane Civic knew exactly what he was
Theatre's Spring production of doing with Handel's See the
Rodgers' and Hammerstein's Raging Flames A rise.
His voice sounds as if he
Oklahoma!
12 speaking roles will be would be more at home
cast, plus a large vocal chorus singing powerful Wagnerian
and a separate dancing ensem- scores in original German. He
has a deep-seated strength
ble.
Tryouts ·will be held in the which diminishes when he
theatre's Studio Center, sings the high passages.
The orchestra and faulty
located at the rear of the
theatre building on Dean · mixing destroyed the eftect of
Hampson's second piece, The
Avenue.

Civic 17ries Out .

lmpossi~le Dream from Man of
La Mancha .
Again Jones and the
orchestra seemed unsure of the
direction the piece should
take. Hampson used a
microphone,so that he could
be heard over the loud portions of the score.
Instead Jones should have
arranged the music so that
Hampson could have
projected over the orchestra,
since the sound system picked
up every breath he took and
squealed and hummed on its
own volition.
If they intend to invite more
soloists to perform, Dr. Jones
and the Eastern· symphony
orchestra are going to, have to
make some changes in their
preparation and performances.
They do very nicely when
th~y are the center of attract i.·~ n, commanding the
professionalism necessary to
perform classical pieces.
But they failed to present a
consistent, followable
background for guest soloists,
breaking the pieces into
fragmented sections which are
distracting to the soloists and
the audience.

Photo bv Kellv Dullantv

AS president Tom Hampson, in concert with · the · Easter~
Symphony Qrchestra, sings the theme from MAN OF LA
MANCHA. Hampson has performed with the Spokane Symphony
and plans future appearances with the group. Even though he has
been busy with his administrative duties this year, Hampson has
kept up with his private vocal lessons and practice.

Chet's Weekend Special

. 1 Long Stem
Rose in Gold Box

99~

Reg. Price: • 216

(limit of 3)
Feb. 2,7 - 28 Only,

CllelS Flowe.r s
1st & Pine

235-4916

MARCH 5
8:00 PM
MARCH 6
2:30 PM
& 8:00 Pm

SPOKANE
OPERA
HOUSE .

Cheney, w'aah.

ROCK TALENT PRODUCTION INC.

THE AMERICAN
TRIBAl LOVE-ROCK
· MUSICAL

28 W. FIRST
CHENEY
235-8198
11:30 • 8:00 PM

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY
BOOK & LYRICS: GEROME RAGNI
JAMES RADO
MUSIC: GALT MAC DERMONT

Party
Crown

FULL ORCHESTRA & CHORUS
SPECIAL
LIGHTING EFF.ECTS

18 PIECES OF CHICKEN
2 PINTS OF SALAD - YOUR CHOICE
2 PINTS OF POTATOES
1 PINT OF GRAVY
12 ROLLS

REGULARLY - $10.69

WITH COYPON COUPON EXPIRES .. MARCH 3, '76

TICKET INFORMATION

ALL SEATS RESERVED
SPOKANE COLISEUM BOX,OFF~CE VALLEY RECORD RAGK
P.M. JACOY BON MARCHE SPOKANE OPERA HOUSE BOX OFFICE
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Eagles Earn District Bid;
Cats At Pavilion Mond~
av ·
-

By Jim Waggoner
edging past Alaska-Fairbanks finale to the Tom Bradley-.ed
in the Commi-ttee's voting Western Washington ·vikings.
Sports Editor
Eastern Washington will be procedure. Coach Dean The Eagles have been to the
vying for its first NAIA Nicholson's club finished 9-3 pre-national showdown seven
National - Basketball Tourna- in ·EvCp play and 20-5 overall. times since 1948, while Central
ment berth since 1947 this Eastern holds a 2-1 head-to- has appeared 16 times, inweeke·nd as the scrappy head season edge over Central, cluding the last four.
Eagles-the Northwest's top- losing the intial encounter 72No Major Changes
r an k e d small college 67-their last defeat-before
Krause said he doesn't plan
team-battle cross-state rival ~las.t ing the 'Cats 84-67 in any radical changes for his
Central Washington in a best- Ellensburg and capturing a 74- star-studded ballclub, rather
o f-th ree District 1 playoff 72 triple overtime decision he expects to force Central
series.
into Eastern's style of basketThe first game will be played
ball.
EVERGREEN
W-L
in Ellensburg Saturday night
W-L
.. We'll play our normal
EWSC
12-0
and the E·agles will host the cwsc
game
of basketball and they'll
9-3
Wildcats next Monday and, if OIT
6-5
16-9
have to make adjustments to
wwsc
6-6
1
necessary, Tuesday in the OCE
' that. We 'II play pressure
4-8
Special Events Pavilion.
10-15
basketball,"
Krause
soc
2-9
EOC
2-10
6
19
The winner of the series will
·
emphasized.
The Eagles will be led._ by
point guard Ed Waters, senior
co-captains John Alaniva and
Jeff McAlister, senior transfer
Emerson Gordon, inside
pivotman Ron Cox, freshman
standout Kevin Campbell, and
advance to the national tour- here three weeks ago.
Ernest Lawrence, a tremen"It's a must game for them dous leaper.
nament in Kansas City, Mo.,
March 8-13.
and the pressure is all on
Gordon Ices Win
Coach Jerry Krause's cagers them," says Krause of SaturAlaniva connected on a 20stretched their winning streak day's tilt. "They kno~ if they f o o te r with 18 seconds
to 15 games and were the don't get that first game it's a remaining and Gordon's
District l Executive Com- very difficult situation. And clutch free throws sealed the
mittee's No. 1 choice last we've won two in a row in Eagle triumph over inspired
Ellensburg. I think this is an Western.
weekend with wins at Western
excellent
opportunity for us."
Washington, 68-67, and
Eastern led 36-35 at interOregon College of Education,
While the Eagles have the mission and the lead changed
76-51.
homecourt advantage, Central hands 14 times before Alaniva
has the definite edge in post- and Gordon provided the lastThe Eagles wound up a
perfect 12-0 in Evergreen season experience. The Cats, minute heroics.
Conference action and 20-5 winners of the EvCo crown 11
Cox hooped 19 to lead Eagle
overall. Central was the last of the last 14 seasons, beat scorers, while Waters, Alaniva
EvCo school to race through Alaska-Fairbanks twice last and McAlister added 10 each.
the conference s late un- yeat, 75-73 and 86-71, to gar- Cox pulled down 12 reb9unds.
defeated as the Wildcats ac- ner a national bid. They won Vikin·g Rob Visser closed out
complished the feat in 1970 one game at Kansas City his college career with a superb
and finished second at the before being eliminated.
. performance, sinking 13 of 22
NAIA Tournament.
Eastern's last district shots and leading all scorers
appearance was in 1972 when with 28.
Alaska Ousted
The Wildcats received the it forced the series into three
Against OCE, the Eagles
No. 2 District l playoff slot by games before dropping the broke away from a 29-22 halftime lead in the early stages of
the second half and were never
seriously
challenged.
Campbell, who prepped at
Eastern's judo cl_u b captured finished · fourth in the
senior Spokane's Shadle Park High
first place in the senior divi- heavyweight class.
School, ·hit 16 points and
sion of a 14-team tournament
·Phil Porter, a member of the grabbed five caroms.
I
held last weekend at Fairchild U.S. Olympic judo team
Waters, a sharp 6'2" guard
Air Force Base.
coaching staff, was a special out of Los Angeles, dealt off
Cal Hayashi, head instruc- guest at the tournament and,
tor for the club, said he took accordi ng to Hay as hi, he eight assists and scored eight
eight club members to the ranked Eastern 's club highly points. Cox scored 14, reserve
meet and came back with five out of all the others in the Paul Hungenberg 10 and Gordon added nine.
·
first place finishers. Other
tournamen~.
Eastern shot 45 per cent on
members participating took
Hayashi repor~ed th at 34 of 74 and OCE hit only 19
second, third and fourth in
Porter also was lo~kmg at Bet- of 63 shots for a dismal 30 per
. their respective weight classes ty Trull as a possible member . cent
.
and divisions.
of the next U.S. Olympic team
·
Clint Medford, a high and invited her to attend his
school student, won for the Olympic training camp.
EWSC .(68)
Waters
5
0-0
5 0-0 10, Cox
Eastern club in the 15- 16 year
Eastern's club has been 8 3-4 19, Alaniva10,5 McAlister
0-0 10, Gordon 3 2-2 8
old heavyweight division. Alan
meeting since October and Hungenberg I 1-1 3, Campbell 4 0-0 8.
0. Totals 3 1 6-9.
Grove took first in the senior
Hayashi feels he is working Lawrence O 0-2
West. waa. (67)
middleweight class and Betty with his strongest club ever.
Vitalich 3 0-0 6. F uhrer 5 1- 1 11, Erick~ n
I 0-0 2, Smith 5 4-4 14, Visser 13-2-4 28.
Trull garnered first place in the
Hendricks 3 0 -0 6, Walthall O0-0 0 Totals 30
woman's heavyweight divi7-9.
Halftime- EWSC 36, WWSC 35. Total
s10n.
fouls- EWSC 12, WWSC 12. Fouled o utTerry Morgan who was
- none. Officials- Jim Bliss and Bob Gates.
named the Outstanding
Student ticket pric~s for A- 1,800.
Judoist and also won the Best
Monday night's game are set at
EWSC (76)
Ridnour
3
0-0
4 0-0 8, Gordon
Technique Award for the tour$1.50, while adult prices are 2 5-6 9, McAlister6, OWaters
0-0 0, Pepple I 0-0 2,
nament, was first in the brown $3.00 and resene ducats are CoK 7 0-0 14, Hungenberg 5 0-0 10,
Campbell 7 2-4 16, McGowan O 0-0 I,
and black belt middleweight $4.00
Alaniva 2 1-2 5, Lawrence 3 0-0 6, Totals 34
division. Steve Ec hevaria
. District l officials handle all 8- 13.
'
OREGON COLLEGE (51)
finished first in the brown and
aspects of the playoffs which is ·
O0-0 0, Calhoun I 0-0 2, Wegner 2
black belt heavyweight divi- · the cause for the student ticket 0-0McKie
4, O'Connor 4 4-4 12, Perkins O 0-0 0,
Michel 2 0-0 4, Bryant 2 3-4 7, Palmer O 0-0
sion .
increase.
0, Bishop 2 0-0 4, Anderson 3 4-6 10, Marek
Sam Leman placed second
The game is set for 8 p.m. I 2-3 4. Totals 19- 13- 17.
in the senior middleweight and resened seats .can be obHalftime: Eastern 29, OCE 22. Fouled
out:
None. Total fouls: Eastern 19, OCE 18.
competition and John Hunter (ained by calling· the Special Officials:
Bob Flood and Skeet Shepard.
took third . Tom Buzwell Events Par;ilion.
A-240.

•

Kevin Campbell - No. 40

Ron Cox - No. 30
6'6'·, 220 lb. "·• ln1ld•

6'5", 185 lb. Frosh, out,lcle forward
Homatown: Spokane, Wa.
School: Shaclle Park.
Coach: Dave Robert10n.

forward
Homatown: CoulH City, Wa.
khool: Coul.. City.
Coach: GIi McKlnnla.
Married: Wife letty.

Coadies Comments: Evaluated
as one of the finest freshman
recruited to EWSC, sound fundamental player, great competitor who has a nose for the
ball, bright future.

Coaches Comments: Continues
to Improve, real clutch player
with fi"ne competitive Instincts,
excellent quickness and timing, has unlimited potential.

~g:~
tt~

,,.

.Opo,ts

6'5", 205 lb. Sr., guard forward
Hometown: Colorado Spring,, Colo.
School: Mitchell. Coach: 1111 Wright.
Marrl•cl : Wife Mauraen.

6'2", 175 lb. Jr., vu.rd
Hometown: Lo, AngalH, Ca.
School: Cren1haw High.
Coach: WIiiie W• 1t.

Coaches Comments: Outstanding leader, has shown consistent progress during his EWSC
cereer, excellent speed, good
shooter, sees the open man.
,Our most versatile all-round
player.

Coaches Comments: Has shown
excellent personal and playing growth, is developing into
consistent solid performer, key
man who triggers EWSC fast
break and runs the offense,
much improved defensively.

.

Jeff McAlister - No. 22

, Emerson Gordon - No. 14

6'1", 115 lb. Ir,, guano
Hom.town: Spokane, We.
School: Maed, R09en.
Coach: 1111 Smith,....,., Dick Kl• IW.
Marrl•cl: Wife Cathy.

6' O", 160 lb. Sr., guard
Hometown: Denver, Colo.
School: NorthH1t• m, Colo.
Coech: Roy Edwud1

--Coaches Comments: The best
fundament-al player . in the ·
system, fourth year in the.
program, has blossomed es e
team leader, total dedication,
self-made player in constant
motion on the court.

Coaches Comments: A reel
find, team leader, good ball
handler with speed, excellent
shooter who also can pass,
c-- . .
• real sparkplug.

Judo _Club Impressive

1

Tickets Available,

/'

V, I

.
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Paul Hungenberg - No. 32 '
6'4", 210 lb. Soph., lntlcle forward
Ho•atown: Clo..tand, Ml-.
School: Cleveland Ent H.I.
Coach: Jam• White Jr.

6'1", 115 lb. Sopt1,, •••rd-torwerd
Hometown: GrHley, Cole.
School: Univer• ity.
Coach: JI• Smltll.

Coaches Comments: Our most
improved jeyvee player, especially on defense, excellent
"besketball sense," added experience and maturity hes resulted in e much more complete ball player.

Coaches Comments: "E" hes
much raw.. talent, strong -inside
player who goes to the basket
with authority, should be real
asset to team and program as
he develops fundamentally
end learns the system. ·

· *A le tc le le·* •Ii A Ii IC le A le le A It
P,ogram For All ·
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.. In training for a DanceGymnastics Major yoo don't
just sit around and read about
it,· you are involved in first
hand experience, learning to
direct dance productions and
coach gymnastics," - said Edie
Bucklin, dance advisor.

The 60-credit major and the
16-credit minor is designed to
train
individual s , as
choreographers and teach
them ski lls necessary in
production and direction of
dance pro~rams.

EWSC is the only school
nationally to offer a major
program . in dance and gymnastics and a minor in dance.

The new programs, started
this Fall, are earned as part of
the bachelor of arts in education degree.

.F~bruary 27,. ,~16
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Title
By Bill Bl1haus

match on a reversal.
Sports Writer
Durland ( 118) started things rolling for
Eastern's bid for its first district the Eagles in the finals as he decisioned
wrestling crown fell short, as Southern Mike Curfman of Southern Oregon 5-3 to
Oregon's depth out-dueled the Eagles' in- win the individual title anc! push his
dividual power in winning the Evergreen ·season r(;cord to 22-6-2.
Conference Tournament last Saturday in
Lorton (126) won his fifteenth straight
Bellingham.
match and an EvCo crown when he beat
The Red Raiders topped the fin~I stan- Central's Bob Pierce 9-3. Byrnes says Lordings with 881/2 points followed by ton should be seeded in the top eight in
Eastern's 74¾. Central Washington nationals.
finished third with 52 points, Oregon
uThis would be an outstanding achieveColle~e of Education SO, Oregon Tech ment for a freshman," he added. Lorton's
23 and Western Washington 17.
overall record is 18-4.
Eastern coach Curt Byrnes said he felt
Brown ( 134) finished second to Roger
"a little disappointed" with the final out- Rolen of OCE, the defending champion.
come but added, "We had an obvious Brown's season record is 20-6 and Byrnes
weakness-no depth."
says he has a good shot at a national
Terry Durland ( l 18), Jerry Lorton · championship.
( 126), Mike Reed ( 158) and Lanny DavidReed Wins Big
son ( 177) won individual conference titles
.Reed ( I 58) who should also be seeded
for Eastern. Manual Brown (134) finished high for nationals, according to Byrnes,
second and Tony Byrne (150) and Bob dumped last year's Most Outstanding
Altshuler ( 190) finished third.
Wrestler and EvoCo champ Rick Hensel
Davidson, t~e reigning national champ, of Southern Oregon 17-5 for the title.
topped off his third straight EvCo title by Reed's season mark stands at 35-3.
being named the Most Outstanding
Davidson ( 177) after drawing an
Wrestler in the tournament.
opening round bye, pinned all of his opEagles Qualify
ponents en route to another conference
All seven Eagle finishers qualified for crown. Davidson pinned Don Kerkow of
the NAIA national tournament March Southern Oregon in the finals to push his
11-13 at Edinboro State College, Edin- season record to 26-2.
boro, Pa.
Byrne's record stands at 22-5 and
Southern Oregon in winning its seco nd Altshuler, who came back from an early
straight conference championship placed season injury, is 14-5 overall.
all ten of their wrestlers in the top four
places of each weight class.
Byrnes predicted all season long that his
Byrnes said the outcome was closer grapplers would have a tough time winthan the· 14 point margin indicated and ning the conference tournament, but he is
that the district crown was decided on a st.ill p~inting toward a national chamcouple of matches. In the two key pionship.
matches, Byrne {ISO) was disqualified for I He said he feels he will be taking a more
penalty points and Altshuler (190) lost in I solid team to nationals than SOSC.
the final ten seconds of his semi-final
··1 feel Eastern has better individual

Intramural .Action
By Dave Stocker

wrestlers and we are capaQJe of doing
better," he said.

After NAIA Crown
"We have four or five individuals that
can go all the way," Byrnes commented.
He stressed that a national championship
isn't a far out goal. "I think we have got
the guys that can do it."
Since Byrnes arrived on the Eastern
· coaching scene for the 1970-71 season his
grapplers have been to nationals three
times with this year being trip number
four.
Eastern has finished 18th, 6th and I 0th
in nationals during the last three seasons,
but this year Byrnes predicts his squad
will place "higher than we ever have
before:"

EVERGREEN
Semifinals
118-Mike Curfman (SO) d. Keith McDonel (CW) 6-4.
Tmy Durland (EW) d. Don Clapper {OCE) 9-7.
126-Bob Pierce {CW) d. Al Betcher (SO) 5-2 . Jerry Lorton (EW) d. Jon Parson (OCEJ 12-1.
134-Roger Rolen (OCE) pinned Mark Haner (OIT).
I: 10 third. Manuel Brown (EW) d . Rick Weaver {SO) 9-5. ·
142-J,oc Bold (SO) pinned Rick Colwell (EW). 0:30 overtime. Roy Magnusson {WW) d. Jon Dav.i s (OCE) 11-2.
150-Bill Linthicum (CW) d. Chuck Ward (WW) 4-0.
Duve Adams (SO) d. Tony Byrne (EW) disq, due to penalty.
158-Mike Reed (EW) d. Rich Rolen (OCE) 26-8 . Rick
Hensel (SO) d. Tony Ledbetter (CW) 15-5.
167-Jim Mannenbach (SO) d . Jerry Tepfer (EW) 12-1.
Kirk Walston (OCEJ d. Alvin Elbert (OIT) 3-2.
177-Lanny Davidson (EW) pinned George Paulus
(CW). I: 15 third . Don Kerkow (SO) d . Ken Kime (OCE) 5-

2.
190- Gn:g Barreto (SO) d. Dave Browne (WW) 8-5 .
Warren Hughes (OCE) d. Bob Altshuler (EW) 4-3.
U-Brian Cam (OIT) pinned Steve Lorgan (WW)., 0:55
second. Mike Wilson (CW) d. Jerry Striebe (SO) by referee
decision in overtime.
FINALS
118-Durland d. Curfman 5-3.
126- Lorton d. Pierce 9-3.
I 34-Rolen d. Brown 17-6.
142-Bold pinned Magnusson. I :01 second .
ISO-Adams d . Linthicum 4-2 158-Rced d. Hensel I 7:5_
167-'-Walston d. Mannenbach 5-2.
177-Davidson pinned Kerkow, I :47 second .
190-Barreto d . Hughes 7-4.
U-Cam d. Wilson 5-3 .
Team scoring-Southern Oregon 88 1-2, Eastern
Washington 74 3-4, Central Washington 52, Oregon College
50. Oregon Tech 23 1-4, Western Washington 17.

Lady Gym·nasts -win Again
F_re_s~ from an 1m~ressive
dec1s1on over Washington
State University, E~stern
Washington's women's gymnas~ics squad tr~vels to Corvalhs, Oregon this weekend to
compete with seven schools.
Eagle standout Linda
Chulos won every event at
WSU to lead Coach Maxine
Davis' athletes to a 93.9778.48 advantage over the second place Cougars. Central
Washington took third, Boise
State fourth, and Idaho, Montana State and Spokane Community filled in the final three
slots.
Chulos notched a national
qualifying score for the second

Sports Writer
Partial scores. have filtered points. Randy Allen led the
in from last week's wrestling losers with 18, and Phil Kinzel
tournament. In action ·at the netted 16.
· BongWater Five 47, Bad
142 lb. bracket, Pete Labounty
decisioned John Erickson 5-4. Co. 46-BongWater pulled
Dave Hoopes won the 150 lb. away their second victory over
division over Gary Goin on a their nemisis, Bad. Co. Gary
mat judge's decision. Tied 5-5 Wardrip meshed 16 and Bruce
at the end of regulation and 7- Utter 12 for Bad Co., but
7 after three overtimes, balanced scoring by the BW
Hoppes was awarded the win. Five produced the close vicFred Oberdorfer pinned tory. Bernie Loeffers led his
Kevin Cochrane in the 134 ob. squad with 10 points, Darrell
action, while Dave Brieden- Patrick had 9, and Dan Krebs
bach did the same to Ray Fox popped in 8 points.
NAIC 60, City Five 57-Ciat 190 lbs.
ty Five lost for only the third
Playoff Action
Intramural basketball time this season as NAIC
moved into playoff action this pulled out the upset with but
ST. PAUL'S
week, with the quart.er-ending JO seconds to go. Gary George
EPISCOPAL
tournament beginning tonight, pumped in 18 points from the
Thursday, at 6:00 p.m. in the outside to lead all scorers.
CHURCH
Fieldhouse. In action last Dave Huss netted 13 points
Welcomes You
week, the Wasted Knights . and Pat Edwards 10 for
9:00 AM Holy Eucharist
posted the season's most con- NAIC, while Tilden Lyons led
followe.d
by Coffee Hour
City
Five
with
18.
vincing victory of the year as
Entries are still being
they blew-up Butcher's
The Rev. Fred J....tt, vicar
Bombers 85-11. . Kyle Norris accepted for the women's
led the Knights with 21 points, racquetball singles to be held
Corner 7th and C SlrNta
and Carl Koehler, J. T. John- this Saturday, February 28,
235.-8150
son,. Larry Brittain, and Bob beginning at 10:00 a.m.
Benning all tallied 16 points
each. Gary Pollonski was high
Jotul
man for the Born bers with 4
The Flne1t Wood Stove
points.
Available!
Other Basketball Action:
EMBO 55, Coastmen
-Breaking open a tight game
to lead by 6 near the end,
EM BO held off a strong
Coastmen rally for the win.
James Redwine led EM BO
with 15, Sam Martinez, 14,
and Rob Watson had. 12
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Unique heating efficiency
eyatem combined with rugged
all ca1t Iron d•lgn provide• a
lifetime of warmth ... Llmlted
number now available In
aeveral outlet,.
Call 235-8481 Cheney
327-5284 Spokane
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consecutive week, once again
in the all-around. She won the
balance beam, vaulting, floor
exercise, and parallel bars,
while Gail Norvell got second
in bars and fourth in vaulting.
EWSC's Pam Brown captured a pair of thirds-in the
bars and vaulting-while Sally
Quinley finished second in the
floor exercises.

'

..
Curt Bvrnes
'

eves
. nationals

Baseball ·Clinic
Here Saturday .
Third annual Eastern
Washington State College
baseball clinic will be held
Feb. 28 with a lineup of six
outstanding high school and
college coaches as clinicians.
Sanctioned by the American
Association of College
Baseball coaches, the clinic is
for high school, junior high.Little League and park league
coaches.
Ed Chissus, EWSC .baseball
coach and clinic director, said
the all-day event may be taken
for one college credit, graduate
or undergraduate. Non-credit
registration is $5 for coaches
and includes lunch; student
registration is $1 but does not
include lunch ..
Clinicians include Steve
Hertz, ex-pro pitcher and
·Gonzaga University pitching
coach; Ray Miller, ex-pro and
Lewis and Clark (Spokane)
High School coach; .. Spike"
Grosvenor, Whitworth
'College coach; Larry Schreck,
Wenatchee High coach; Jack
Bloxom, North Idaho College
coach, and Bob MacDonald,
Washington State assistant
'coach.
Registration will start at 8
a.m. in the EWSC physical
education phase l building,
Chissus said.

~t\\t GO\"' TO KANSAs c,,r_,
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GO EAGLES!!!
SHOWALTER'S HALL --A TAVERN!

TAWANKA-COMMO.
N
S
Lunch Menu Mar.
1-5

All You Can Eat tor $1.25
Featuring these tine dishes
MON.French Dip Sand., Crm. Chp. Beef /Toast, Fr.
Sld./Banana Bd.
TUE.Reuben Sand., Ravioli, Combination Plate
WED.Hamburgers/Bun, Texas Hash, Frenchwich/Lemon T.

Sc.
THURS.Beef turnovers w/Gravy, Bologna Sand., Fr. Sid. Bowl
w/Carrot
FRI.Chili Con Carne, Ham Omelette, Meat Sid. Sand.

for more complete menu dial

359-2530
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With the purchase
of each new tire ·
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5 U.S. Gallo~•

·Dex Bailey Free Gas Formula:
.

.

+

A60x13" • • • $32.95
G.6 0x·1 4" ... $37.95
t.60x15" . • . ·$42.95
F.E.li. + 5 Gals. Gas Free with each tire!
.

,

(Full workmanship & road hazzard, guaranteed fori life of tredl)
,

DISC BRAKE
. SPECIAL

DRUM BRAKE

SPECIAL

' $4995
e
e
e
e
e

Air Sbocks

s499s

Front Disc & Rear Drum

$5995

INSTALL 8~AKE SHOES
ON ALL 4 WHEELS
TURN DRUMS
REBUILD CYLINDERS
· ADD FLUID
INSPECT COMPLET E
BRAKE SYSTEM

'e
e
e
•

e

I

-

•
a pair

INSTALL DISC PADS
INSTALL BRAKE SHOES
TUR·N 2 ROTORS
TURN 2 DRUMS .
·
KEIIUILD REAR CYLINDERS .

INSTAllED

'

.DEX BAILEY
ARCHIE LAIRD
Manager
235-6183
Page sixteen

T-1RE CENTER

JUST OFF THE MAIN .MIWAY
. .. . ...

m.1<, t (>r ch.i1qp

.

. .

The Easterner

BEHIND THE
CH,E NEY Fl NA
February 27, 1976

.,

YOUR l!UCKY NUMBER IS
,.

0 447()
.

IT MAY BE AWINNER ·

3 QUARfS OF MOTOR
OIL - YOUR CHOICE

Ranch Thrift

5 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase 16-lb.
Norbest TOM TURKEY
'

28fn
B e n Franklin
3 Numbers Listed .
Ranch -T hrift

25 LUCKY NUMBERS
.
may purchase
GALLON MILK.

for,

·28¢

5 Lucky Numbers Posted

281.

i

Ben Franklin

1 Nu.mber Listed
.'
Ranch Thrift

,

10 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase Armour 3-lb.
Boneless CANN ED HAM

for _

2.8¢

.
10 Lucky Numbers Posted

281.QT.

28¢.

for

Ben Fran/.,lin
12 Numbers Listed

5 Luc;ky-Nutnbers Posted

(

REG. s2495 ZEBCO No.
6100 ROD & No~ 33 REEL

Ranch Thrift

.

10 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase 3-lb. Tin
MJB COFFEE

.28fE1
·Ben Franklin
·1 Nurnber Listed

2·5 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase 2-lb.'
Velveeta CHEESE

for

28¢

for

·2.8.¢

~-10 Lucky Nu mb.~rs Posted

·~ ONE PAIR OF ME.N'S
. JEANSOR
:SHIRT
,,.
. ...
,,

...

·2stA,

Ben Franklin

25 Lucky Numbers Posted

REG. s·34sa LIONEL EL.
TRAIN - CANNONBALL

28fA. ·
Ben Franklin

....

25 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase One Gallon
Western Family ICE CREAM

'· 28¢·
for

~

, 2~ Lucky Numbers Posted

3 YARDS OF FABRIC
YOUR CHOICE

28fA.YD.
-·

·Ben Franklin
6 Numbers Listed
Ranch Thrift

25 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase 10-lb. Bag
C& HSUB SUGAR

for

28¢

.

25 Lucky Numbers Posted
Ranch Thrift ·

5 LUCKY NUMBERS
may purchase 20-lb. Box
ALL Concentrated Detergent

for'2

8¢

5 Lucky Numbers Posted'

ONE PAIR OF LADIES
JEANSORT0P

·28fA.
Ben Franklin
3 Numbers Listed
•v !

·-

.'

WHITE COTTON

--:::: RIOT-:::::_
;:::::3,PRICE~

/ 27cvo~
Offer expires Mar. 2

·,

•

•

•

An economy
buy on beef
that provides
high q1;1ality
protein and
B vitamins
plus iron
for your
~pecial
family!

lb.

Round Steak _,....
s121
lb.
St
ump
00
R
R
$219
Family 24 -oz. Pkg.
SI .Iced 8acon Western
Badd.,g Meat S Wafer Sliced, 39e
AGreat
Oven Roast! . .

Boneless

CHUCK
STEAK

f\sstd. \Jar .. 3-oz.

Look for this card
on our shelves ...
if reflects a manufacturer's special
saving, passed on
directly to you! ·

s1 ~?

Thr,ft Stores feature A rmour 12-o z., 1-lb. and 24-o z. Hot Dogs; 12-oz.,
1-lb. and 24-oz . S1,ced Bacon and Morre ll Table Tr,mmed Pork
Products.

Becwar

BONELESS

SMOKED

HAM

HA

old fashion~-~ .sm,oked,
water added •·

'

l

•

\

.
I
I

Western Family, 5 to 7-lb.
Average. Good for Any Meal of
the Day a·nd Snacks, Too! ·

95¢
~~~~ . 98t

SHANK
HALF

'

"
'

lb.

All of the advertised items
will be available for sale
except for circumstances. beyond our control. If an ad vertised item is not available, we will gladly issue a
" THRIFT RAIN CHECK " which will enable you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives.

RAIN CH EC Ks

Kraft

$ }-29lb.

Mild Cheddar Cheese

I•·•

Ii#

I• I t • . • #

I. ,

l i 'I• f I

t,f

It ."

i.

t I t J t If I I i . I

l

It I I I

t • , • •

f

I

I

'

I

f f

f

I

.19
$1
SPARERIBS

lb ..

..

Prices in effect Feb. 28 through Mar. 2.-

,I I • •

Country

I

, I

f 1

l

I

f

t

I

,

,

4 !

I

I I

t

J I

I

f

,

I

J )

'

•

•

t

5
Mon~;~Rf a.:!~~; p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. • 6 p.m.

·BEN-----FRAN KLI IN

your

BANKAMERICARD

CHENEY PLAZA

Sunday 11 a.m .. 5 p.m.

welcome here

PICK APAIR!

Grow your own beautiful
flow ers and deli ciou s
vegetables! Choose from
wide selectio n.

EXTRA DRY!

66~

Al Sp11i1I S1fing1 ...

For staying cool and
dry. Choose regular
Arrid or new light
Powder. 5-0z. sizes.

Girls'3-6X

2$
FOR

Girls' 7-14

•

•

Pants to wear with everything at a super low
price! Pick jaunty jacquards or sensational solid
colors in light and dark tones. They're all machine care polyester double knit with popular flare
legs and easy-fit pull -on waist.
':·•:•=·=··'········-;--::····························---·-·····.······:;·············:··.-.-: --~·-· · ·=·:::;::

BEN

• 7-Count

• 12 Lead

. ') -

-· '.

~,

~:.- I

Pleflrt NANOINO
SET
.
•

sc·r ew Eyes, Hangers
• 6-Ft. Twisted Wire

P1retl P11t 1WINE
• 300 Feet
• Strong, 10-Ply

=

=:=:.. ( : / .=
.=.-~-.-. :'...=:=..: ....:.:.,.·..

:t:·

FRANKLI
CHENEY PLAZA

Tough and sturdy. die-cast
metal cars in wild, NOW
colors! Each is highly detailed in super, new styles
r 1976. Special low price.

BIii• Lt••·PENCILS

>····.;~··.,/_~-·;·,;c x·=·'=====,ii' ========'='========:rJ..

YOUR SHOPPING ADVENTURE FOR
BIGGER SAVINGS, FRIENDLY SERVICE
ON QUALITY MERCHAN OISE

MOOD RINGS s1 ·00
MOOD NECKLACES s2 -00

Poebt Slzt Aehlty BOOKS
• 64 Pages
•
• Puzzles, Dots. Gam es!
l"-t"":"J i ~ ~

HOTAI INCENSE
• 30 Jumbo Co nes
• Delicious Fragrances

• Holds t o 100MM

• Assorted Colors

.

ICE CUBE TRA1
• 12 Cube Size
• Sturdy Plastic

• 10 Pak, 4½-ln. Long
. • 8 Pak, &½-In. long

• Pkg. of 5 Eyelets
• Or 5 Hangers

-

Look for this card
on our shelves ...
it reflects a manufacturer's special
saving, passed on
directly fo you!

-

-

-

-

.Chicken of Sea

MRS.
.. BUTTERWORTH .,. . . .
...
SYRUP

~V"U'V'.

...••••••••

ix

•...
....
::::
....
.,•.•,.

POTATO
CHIPS

,

.'

6.5
oz.
....
24-oz .
Bottle

.
-

......................... ... .......

· · · · · · ·---· · • , • ; • · · · •;,•;,• ; •.•;,•.················..• .. • ..• ..• .... • ................ ......- .........................:.:-:-:-:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•········

[...~~i

MEAT
PIES

•••

KRAFT
VELVEETA

.....
..
::::
.....
,....

...
:::::

:•:•:
..

:·•:::•··

::::

••••
.....

......
....'

............
...
..··•··
..
.....
,•.•,

..
....
...
.··•··
'
,
'

2-l·b.

,

Pkg.

.:::::
...
...
......

....· . - - .•. - . . - - -. -.-...............-.-..............-.-.-...... .. .. .... .. .. ... . ................................
.
.
.
.
.
~·
·',..:•;,•,,,•;•.····
. . •••.......................
. :. :. :•:. :. :. :•:•:•:•:•:•:. :•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:. :•:. :•:•:•:•:•:;:;:;:::::::::.:•:=:=:
. :..:•:•:~:~::::. :..:. :..:. :-:. :..:•:•:. :-:•:•:•:•:•:..:.:...•......................._._._.
.•-•.•. •·········
. ·. ·fl···•........:.:............................................
---.. --- . :::::::::..••••
...:....:•:::::::::::.:::::::::::::::.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:~:~:=::.:.:.:.:•:
.:
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-

,

.
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·•···
··•··

NU·SPRED

,:··•··
..:
:.....
. :.
•:•:..·.
.~....
·......
•···

::::
:
I•
.....
::::
:•:..
......
,:..:

NEW VEGETABLE OILYABLE SPRE,\D!

..

t •

:•:•
.....

Western
Family

......

::::
••••

17-oz~
Tin
Pot OGold Noodles . . . . . . . . 12-oz. 75'
Fisher Dry Roast Sunflower . . . . 7.5-oz. 87'
Fleischmann Dry Yeast . . . . . 3-Count 25'
Ballard Biscuits . . . . . . . . . 7.5-oz. 17'
Pillsbury Buttermilk Biscuits ·. . . 4.5-oz. 10'
Pillsbury Wiener Wrap, Plain . . . . 4-oz. 27'
Kraft Soft Parkay, Cup . . . . . . . . lb. 73'
Kraft Soft Parkay, Maxi . . . . . . . lb. 73'
Country Cupboard Sliced Beef. . . . 3-oz. 47'
All of the a~vertised items
•
will be available for sale
except for circumstances beyond our control: If an ad vertised item is not available, we will gladly issue a
" THRIFT RAIN CHECK". which will enable you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives.

RAIN CH EC Ks

Prices in effect Feb. 28 through Mar. 2.

'

Demonstration
Friday and Sa.t urday
Salisbury Steak, Turkey with
Gravy, Veal Parmigina, Swedish
Meat Balls,
Spaghetti
and Meat Balls
2 lbs.,

$

,

8-oz.
Pkg.

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

. 2 lbs. each

Processed
Cheese

......
.....
......
..
......
....
··•··
....
.....
.....
..
..:..:•

Carton
of 4
Quarters

.

.

1

.

i........

Western Family
Frozen, Beef,
Chicken or
Turkey

~

Manufacturer ·s Coupon
Cash Value l /20th of One Cent.

0
WYJ\¼v.0
!\O
~
000000 00( VVV1IV\ Vl)\/il\}\J\IU\VV\JVVVVV000 000
... Clip and Savel ~ . .

·farmland
Frozen Dinners .

···

. - .. .. - . . - - ...... .-:-:',•.·•:•······=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=•:•.!•~•!•!•=·=·=·=•:•:•:•=·····•!•!•!•~·~·~·~-=·=·=·=·-·-·-·-·-·-·······
- -.- ••····..··•. . .. ..·······-•-·;•;•;,•;•;..'.•;•;,.•;•;,•;•;•;.•.········
..·•;,•;•;•;•;•:•;
···•-•.•.•-•-•.•·····•-•.•
. .•.•.•-

··········=·····=·=···-·-·-······. ···. ·•·. . . . . ............L~•~·~..~.·.~..~.~ ..·-························ • • • • • ........... . . - -•·•:•:• • •

~

C

Tin

::::
.::::::::.
......•.

~-

U111it One With This Coupon at
Thrift Stores thru February 28, 1976
WITHOUT COUPON . . . Regular Price

..
....
...
···•·
...
:::::
..
...
,•.•,

9-oz.
Pkg.

BISQUICK
40-oz. Pkg.

:..:::,
..
··•··
·...
.•...•.·

........
....
·=·=
....
:-:•
....•...

.....

Biscuit Mix

·=·=·
......
...
.........
·.....
···
.....
.....

'. '

Western
Family,
Regular,
Dip or
Bar-8-Q

· :eou,o~~
.

..

.09

,

PEPTO~BISMOL
8-oz. 99~
Dristan Tablets. 24-Ct.Tablets$1 29

~

Tra ~s h Bags ~he;::~~ . 10-Count Pkg.$ 115
Tea Bags Red Rose Black Tea 48 -Count 85¢
Ce rea ICorn Kix .. . . . ... , 9-oz. Pkg. 63¢
HO ney Western Family . . . . .. .. 3-lb.$ 245
preserves ~:::~berry ... 18-oz. Jar 79¢
Catsu pDei Monte . . ' . . . 32-oz. Bottle 89¢
Del Monte Cut or
28¢
Green Beans
· French Style . 16-oz.
Burger Helper 2:!~~-c~~~-k~r each 59e
Sauerkrautsteinfeld . , .. 22-oz. 59e
Family Whole 3/$100
Tomatoes Western
and Peeled . . 16-oz.
·
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee 47e
S _Paghettl.• SAUCE,
w/Meat or Mushrooms 15-oz.
·su.permeat gfnGn:~.O~ .. .. 15½-oz. 23.¢
Cinnamon Roi ls :~rra:~i_ni_s-oz.
E~e, International,
Vegetables 4Birds_
Varieties, Frozen 10-oz.
Ore-Ida Southern Hash
Potatoes
·
,
. Browns, Frozen ... 2-lb. Pkg .

41 e
55e
55e

,

..
..,•.•,.....

,
,•.•,

·•···

1-lb. -

,

Maxwell House Regular Coffee ..... . .. 2-lb. $3.29
Maxwell House Regular C9ffee ..... .• .. 3-lb. $4.35
Max Pax 20 Ring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24-oz. $3.29
Yuban Regular Coffee. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lb. $2.05
Yuban Regular Coffee . .... . ... . .... 2-lb. $3.44
Hills Brothers Coffee, Regular ... . .. . . 2-lb. $3.39
HHls Brothers Coffee, Regular . . . . . . . . 3-lb. $4.69
Yuban Instant Coffee .. . .. . . . .. . .. 4-oz. $1.49
Maxwell House Instant Coffee . . . . . . . . 6-oz. $1.88
Maxwell House Instant Coffee . .. .. .. . 10-oz. $2.19
Maxim Freeze Dried Coffee . . . . . . . . . . 8-oz. $3.49

t

53e
Ho·t D.·og B.Uns. Triple-T
. _.11 ~oz. Pkg. of 8 _
.
99¢
Don Uts· Triple-T,
Assorted . . . . 12-oz. Pkg. of 12 ·
Hi 11 bi Ily Br_
ead ~o.ls~;/2-0Z. Loaf 59e
·'

RAIN CH EC .KS

All of the advertised items
will be available for ~ale
except for circumstances beyond our control. If an ad vertised item is not available, we will gladly issue a
"THRIFT RAIN CHECK " which will enable you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives. ·
I

.

Prices in effect Feb. 28 through Mar. 2.

'
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~
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•
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1

.Soaps anti D•aners
"t

,'j,

'ta'·

.

:. '

·:(~

'

~~:

~,.

~ ....

'

·•'

.~.;

'

PUREX BLEACH

49c
IRISH SPRING SOAP
1.... 1a, 39c
.
/2-Gallon

1

Look for this card
on our shelves . . .
. it reflects a manufacturer's special
saving, passed on
·
directly to you!

PRE -WASH
~:~!~l_e~s . . . . . . : ...

age

409.Spray Cleaner .22-oz. 79e
WE GLADLY ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS .
NO SALES TO DEALERS.
RIGHTS RESERVED TO LIMIT QUANTITIES .
ecOPYRIGHT, 1976, THRIFT STORES

.

,,
•

.,

.(

..,, .,..,.,,,,,~
.....

~

.

~

POLYESTER
t-11. FIBER FILL

I

I

.., • i
-~•
-:.,,,,,.,.,...., ......,,,,~

\

,--

, 1/

Frito
MARGARINE
Com .Chips
Blue Bonnet

. BLACK
PEPPER
Crescent

Buy one package

¢
6-oz. pkg.

,.

•

Ib.

Get one package FREE
,,,,, ,,,,

4-oz.

,,.·.
/

TOILET
TISSUE

FREE
Mountain
Dew .
6-Pack

NICE 'N SOFT

s.

NAVELS
AT THEIR
BEST!

Lettuce }~~~ialifornia ... ·3 ~eads 89¢ c-risp Celery Green . . . . . . lb. 29e.
Fresh Asparagus ... ... .-.. 5·9¢ Pin·k Grapefruit ........... 8 for$1
Artichokes .......·....................... 29¢ De IiCi Ou s. AppIes ~i~:~4 1
Radishes and ·Gree·n On ions ... ......... ...... ....................... 2
2.9¢

4

WITH

pack

PU~CHASE OF
6-PACK 12-0Z.
PEPSI AT

lb.

'

s--

19

WESTERN FAMILY

,· ',

CHILI
Regular or Hot

15-oz.

t:

.

lbs.$

'

.

bunches

.

·. 'STEA.M' CARPET
GSYSTEM

,. .

' '

. STRAWBERRIES·
WESTERN FAMILY FROZEN

.

IN-STORE BAKERY .PROou&rs
10-oz.

F res h ·M a p Ie ·Ba rs ... . .......... .....10 '°' $1
SU Qa r . c-_0 ·0 k.Ie S·•..................................... 59~
French Bread...........
39(t
dozen

'

RA· 1N CHE·cKS

All of the advertised items
will be available· for sale
except for circumstances beyond our control. If an advertised item is not available, we will gladly issue a
" THRIFT RAIN CHECK:' which will enable . you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives.

Pri.ces in effect Feb. 28 through Mar. 2.

'\

loolc for this cord
on our shel11es ...
if reflects o monu·fodurer's special
SOIiing, passed on
directly fo you!

.

RAIN .CH EC KS

-A!I of the a~vertised items
will be available for sale
exc~pt for c1rcumstances beyond our control. If an advertised item is not -available, we will gladly issue a
"THRIFT RA_IN CHECK" which will enable you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives.

·

loolc for this cord
on our shel11es ...
if reflects o manufacturer's special
so11ing, passed on
directly fo you!

(Saturday ' only) loaf

.\

,,

.

.

t
~
~.·Ranclt Thrift
I"\

~

Prices in effect Feb. 28 through Mar. 2.

, r·
.

c-

The HR Sy5tem , like mo5t

"steam" cleaning systems, uses
hot water under pressure, not 41 Steam."

AVAILABLE FOR RENT AT:

·

----

..

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.
'

·- QUAI.ITY -_·--.
. ·- FOODS·

'

Pioneer Vita Life Grano·la
Pioneer Granola 1-lb. size 69c
Free Granola cOokie
samples using
A1nana Radar Range

See The Mammoth Cheese - 300 lbs._
.

Look for this card
on our shelves ...
if reflects a manufacturer's special
saving, passed on
directlyto you!

.

Wilson's sharp cheddar cheese
aged 22 ·months
.

Will be sliced and sold Saturday
Free Orchids to the first
500 ladies through the
checkstands on Saturday.
A!I of the a~vertised items
will be available for sale
except for circumstances beyond our control. If an advertised item is not available, we will gladly issue a
"THRIFT RAIN CHECK" which will enable you to
purchase the item when the stock arrives.

RAIN CH EC Ks

